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Delivered by Carrier, CO eent par month.
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THAW IN COURT LIKE A GENERAL, WITH HIS LARGE ARRAY OF
FIRST RESERVE, FIVE WOMEN BEHIND HIM
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Secretary Hitchcock For

De-

manding in Land Claims
Personal Inspection.
CHARACTERIZES IT AS
INSULT TO THE PEOPLE
Mexico's New Ambassador lias
Arrived in Washington-Jud- ge
Fall With Him.
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Mrs. Thaw, his mother.
Evelyn Nesblt Thaw, his wife.
Countess of Yarmouth, sister.
4
Mrs. Geo. Carnegie, sister.
4
Mae McKenile, friend of Eve- 4
Ivn Nesblt.
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nterstate Commerce Comm's-slo- n
Held by Judge Prouty
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WORKS PARTLY BORNEO
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Santa Fe Stockholders Decide to
Raise Common Stock by

$
e
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398.000.000.
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Mrs. Holmmi,
e
J
e to testify.
hruther-in4
Nesblt,
e Howard
e
law, to testify.
Mrs. White, widow of victim
4
(takes no part in trial.)
mother-in-la-
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Severe
l.
criticism, of Secretary Hitchcock was
made In the Semite today by Senator
Carter of Montana. The criticism
van based, on the order of the secre- tary last December, "which prohibits
a patent to any land under any of the
land law until after examination on
the ground hy a special agent. Carter sometime ago proposed a resolution. whle; denies the right of any
executive officer to prevent the granting of u. patent when the law under
which it is claimed to have been
'made, has been carried out.
He said the order Is without precedent In the history of the government.
It casts doubt on the veracity, honor,
integrity and good' faith of all settlers on the public domain of the
United States. He said that the sec
retary had made repeated charges of
fraud In the settlement of government land. Excluding the timber
area of the northwest there had been
practically no fraudulent
entries.
F.ven the president had been led to
believe and had become alarmed by
charges.
the occiet-iry'In the name of Justice to 600,000 en- trymen on the public domain, to the
families dependent on them and to
their discredited neighbors aggregat
mil
ing substantially twenty-seve- n
lion of people, accused and Injured.
barter asked for a hearing from the
senate, the president and thfc coun
try.
Carter presented and analyzed rec
ords of entries and patents Issued un
der the various land laws and said
they show that "not to exceed one
half of one per cent of final home
stead entries, less than one per cent
itf final desert land entries, less than
cu
hrlf of on per ent of final tlm
hr and stone entries, and less than
one half of one per cent of final coal
entries had been found to be fraudu
lent, and the percentage of mineral
entries tainted with fraud, Is small in
Washlng-mi-

C.

Jnn.' 30.

s

-

rived.

BUT LITTLE IS LEARNED
ABOUT EXPLOSION OF
STUART

MINE

Eighty Miners.Were Entombed
and the Explosion Was
Caused by Dust.
SCARCELY ANY HOPE OF
RESCUING ANY OF THEM
I'harleston, W. Va., Jan. 30. Lit
;ie additional has been learned here
today regarding yesterday's duBt ex
mine near
Plosion In the Stuart
Thurmond, West Virginia, In which
eighty or more miners are believed
to have lost their lives. The Stuart
mine adjoins the Paral, in which an
men last
explosion killed twenty-tw- o
February, and" an attempt to connect
the workings of the two mines was
underway when this explosion occur
red. There is still hope that some of
the entombed miners may have es
caped the explosion and still survive
in some inner chambors of the mine
where the air has not been exhausted
It Is believed this morning that the
rescuers will not be able to reach the
bottom of the shaft until late In the
day and some hours must elapse after
that before the fate of the entombed
men can possltlvely be known.
Later: It was stated today that
there was 91 men In the mine when
the explosion occurred yesterday af
ternoon. It is not believed that any
of the men will be taken out a II veil
the force of the explosion having
oeen so terrino as to wreck the entire
Inner workings. So fur the cage In
the mine has beer, towered 300 feet
or within 150 feet of the bottom. Re
pairing will have to Xe done before
the cage can be let entirely down. It
Is thought the mln
Is on fire. Heat
nnd smoke from, the shaft Is intense
And the entombed men could not be
reached for a day or so even If the
shaft were In working order.
ANOTHER COAL MINT

SlFtERS DISASTER
Marion, Ills., Jan. SO. By an ex-- I
losion of powder in the Johnson City
and Big Muddy coal mine at Johnson
City, today, five were Killed and eleven
ii.iured.

IILWUNG COMMENCED
AGAINST STANDARD OIL.
Jan. 30. Federal Judges
.t Louis,
San not . 5, Hook and Adams this morn-ir- g
commenced the hearing of the
actions against John D. Rockefeller.
Henry M. Rogers. John D. Archbold
..n J th?:r associates of the Standard
Oil company charged with discrimination cf rates. A very large number of witnesses have been subpoened
.rid tne rase is exported to last for a
rrv'-ii-t
time.

New York, Jan. 30. Something of
the pomp of a general suggests Itself j
in the demeanor of Harry K. Thaw
In his trial for the murder of Stanford White. He seems ambitious to !
push the campaign. There is no 11st- He is impa
lessness, no timidity.
tient for the crux of the trial, else his
manner belies him. He can hardly
wait for the climax.
He is the same Harry Thaw he
was on the night of the Madison
when he
Square Garden tragedy,
strode Into the police station with his
back. He
head up, his shoulders
slapped his breast with his hand.
"I am the man who did it, he said
no, proclaimed it!
Modified, of course, his attitude Is
the same. He marches into the court
room with the alacrity of one who Is
used to the center of the stage as his
right. The eyes bent upon him from
the thronged court room are that
many spotlights. He sees them all.
He looks round to see If they are
there.
Over to one side are tables creak
ing under the feverish writing of a
correspondents.
host of reporters,
This Is the press. Ah, the press Is another spotlight.
The man who "did It" Is here. He
has waited since last June to tell
It.
He thinks he is going to tell It
In a few days, and is more eager than
ever. Maybe his lawyers will say dif
ferently, but he does not dream of
that; He feels he Is there to.
the tragedy.
Behind Thaw, the ambitious general, sits his first reserve.
There are five women sitting behind
there, three In somber garb, the other
two flashing with purple In their attire.
Of the latter, the small. Insignificant one, with a pair of startled eyes
peering out through a thick, smothering veil? What of her? For her
he slew.
Is Harry Thaw's sense of Importance felt toward the public, or is It
all, all to Impress that mite of humanity? The trial should show.
There are the other women. That
white-haireone Is his mother. She
has a clear eye and a good color. She
courage.
has
He never had to eose to her us a
hero. She a' vays thought he was
one, where even his most Indulgent
friends realized the bitter truth. She
Is the most loyal one of all, the most
hopeful, perhaps. She is his mother.
There Is another woman, a countess, made so by marriage.
He tried
to lord it over her. It did not last.
She was of the same blood and the
same will, and the parting of the
ways had to come. Sh married her
foreign suitor unforglven by the impetuous youth, who would have vetoed It. Unforglven or not. she is
here to give him succor. She is a woman, a sister. She has been weeping
for him.
There Is another, a sister, one more
commonplace.
This sister Is not so
seems stronger. Also,
She
tearful.
she has not so much to forget and
condone. This sister Is needed to sustain the more frail sister. She will
do her full duty toward Harry.
Now the other woman. The other
one wears colors. She comes from
the chorus girl ranks whence the
wife graduated.
This Is Mae
She is there out of friendwoman.
ship to the little
It is plain
that she is not even now impressed
with Harry K. Thaw. Probably she
never was. She wore purple from
the beginning. Evelyn Nesblt wore
dull garb for the first few days, then
put on gayer attire like her friend.
These five women are Harry
Thaw's first reserve. Will their aid
swing the tide of battle in his favor?

Oklahoma City. Jan. 30. A largs
array of railroad officials are In thl
city attending a hearing before In
terstate Commerce Commissioner C
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AMBASSADOR

REACHES THE CAPITAL
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington. D. C, Jan. SO. The
general service pension bill for veterans of the Mexican and Civil wars,
which was considered by the house
pension and Invalid pension committees in conference, was reported favorably by them to the house.
Andrews has secured through the
pension division 16 Increase for ComHe has also
modore P. Crawford.
Introduced specials bills granting S 13
increase of pension to Dorateo Duran:
130 to John A. Brown and $30 to
Nestor Castillo.
Ambassador Eurique Creel has arrived from Mexico. Besides his per
by
sonal suit he was accompanied
Judge A. B. Fall, formerly of New
Mexico, but for the last few years of
El Paso. Mr. Creel Is well known In
El Paso and very popular.
He is
thoroughly Americanized and much
good Is expected to both countries by
his appointment.
Judge Fall was appointed by former President Cleveland to the judgeship of a New Mexico judicial district. At present he Is
practicing law In El Paso, and Is
largely Interested with Colonel Greene
of Cunanea copper fame, in several
important Mexican concessions

WORKS LOST .00,H
30.
Philadelphia, Jan.
Ahf. II.
Johnson, member of the companyowning the Baldwin Locomotive? works
part of which plant was destroyed
hy fire hist night, said today that the
loss does not exceed 1500,000.
The
portion of the plant destroyed wilt
be Immediately replaced. The great
est loss was in the destruction of the
electric locomotive drawings. The
fire started from a lighted match a
workman threw away after lighting;
a cigarette.
-
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within,
the 1 lum trial Is In
Itenuirknhlc snapshot ilntorrnpli sliouina .tlto cn r timing out sldo tlio ciiiniiial court
of the irreat iiunilirr fif nrv.sw Kr men, urtWtftt tatrirr4 ami frthors In attrmiaiirr on the trial, the general public I excluded from the hchhIiiiis.
'IIiIh does not deter thousands from iiiovIiik on (he Imlldlnir, wlioro they brslcKO the doors hoping for a chance to pass Inside wliere tliey may feast
their eyes on tlic draniiMlc tableaux in Justice I'lUucruld's court. Some Just stand on the lutveinent nnd liHik at the bnrnnl windows and police
guarded doors.
There are men of a II classes, !m)h aiul n feu women. Some stay nil day. There nre talkative fines who comment In loud tones on
Others there are w tio buck up against the stone wall and
tlie case as other waiters patlicr around them and listen with strained, ex cited attention.
Ilnsetly fills the idr, and the rrowds that move In the radii about the dKr from morn-In- g
frloomily gune nMin their fellows.
Tliere Is no lillurlty.
to night seem steeped In It.
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FICIAL IS SHOT ON

WIFE AND BABE KILLED

lie-ati-- 4'

WITH

Governor of Prison is Killed This the Theory oi Washing
by a Meie Youttr " r ton Police in Uup'te Mur
der Last Night.
Today.
--

R

And Willard the County

Washington, Jan. 30. Washington
police are today trying to solve the
mystery as to whether Mrs. Amanda
M. Copley and her
baby, who were found dead In bed
shortly after midnight, were murdered, or whether Mrs. Copley shot
suicide.
the infant and committed
The latter is the explanation given by
her husband, Wm. O. Copley, clerk
In the census office, who was held at
the police station pending an investigation.
Lieutenant Favery, after examining the wound that caused Mrs.
Copley's death, said that It would
have been next to Impossible for the
woman to have Indicted the Injury
upon herself. Shortly after midnight
Copley called a physician, telling him
that his wife had attempted suicide.
When the doctor arrived Mrs. Copley
DIVIDED
I'REXCH CAHIN'l-rHe ImmediON' POPE'S CLTIMATCM and baby were dead.
Paris, Jan. 30. The French cabi- ately Informed the police and the
net has hardly recovered from Us sur- husband and father was placed under
prise at the proposition which the arrest. He was subjected to a severe
bishops, with the approval
of the examination, but he maintained that
Pope, submitted to the government his wife killed herself.
for a modus vlveudi upon the basis
of a virtual lease of the churches in MERCHANT WHITELY GAVE
perpetuity to the parish prlestb and
$5,04)0,0(10 TO THE POOH.
apparently some confusion exists as
London, Jan. 3
I'nusual public
to what course to adopt.
Interest In the Whitely trugedy was
The extreme radicals are Incensed shown by the scenes at the funeral
at the peremptory tone of the com- of the merchant this morning. Dense
munications and at the dispatches masses of people lined the streets
from Rome, representing the Vatican from the residence to the church
as being determined, if the proposiAcwhere the services were hid.
tion Is rejected that the parish priests cording to th newspapers. Whitley
susshall leave their churches and
to
provide
bequeathed 15,0'in.OOO
pend public worship. The moderates alms
houses and lnmes for aged and
believe that the government, having deserving poor.
accomplished the separation of church
and state, can afford to accept any TEN .ICHORS IN THUV
definite solution of the difficulties. In
TRIAL ARE SECCRED.
the Interest of pence.
New York, Jan. 30. The rate of
securing one Juror at each morning
JAVA INSI RRKCTION WAS
VERY SHORT LIVED ONE and afternoon session In the Thaw
today, when
30.
A trial was maintained
Amsterdam. Horiann""Jan.
C. Brearley was added to the
brief encounter with the troops sent Harry
to the scene of the native revolt In panel before luncheon adjourned the
Island of Java, Dutch East Indies, court.
The second special panel of 100
sufficed to suppress the rebels, whose
so rapidly
ring leader and fifteen of h's follow- talesmen was exhausted
ers, were killed and as many wound- that orders were sent out summoning
morning.
100 more for tomorrow
ed.
With two Jurors yet to be obtained,
the defense has nine summary chalINDIAN" APPROPRIATION
HILL IS VERY LARGE ONE lenges left, and the state thirteen.
Washington, Jan. DO. The Indian
appropriation bill was reported to the Rl MORS REPORTED TO
BE GROUNDLESS.
senate today. It carries $14,609,000,
806, 000 over the bill
Dublin. Jan. 30 The recent reincrease of
passed by the house. This increase port that the British government has
is due to the payments to a number been attempting to obtain from the
of Indian tribes of money now held in Vatican an expression of opinion antagonistic to the Gaelic league in Iretrust as Indian tribal funds.
land, advices from Rome are to the
effect that it Is assured on high auTO ITILI7.E NEWPORT AS
DEEEXSE OE IIARHOR. thority that the rumor Is groundWashington, D. C, Jan. 30. Elab- less. The pope's attitude in this and
orate plans for utilizing the strategic In similar matters Is simple it is
Importance of Newport as a part of said. While he does not wish to disthe defense of New York harbor, courage Roman Catholics from any
have been formulated by the war de- attempt to promote their national
partment.
This station will be the language, It Is also aserted that he
headquarters for the navy subma- does not approve of political agitarines, btid t lie present submarine sys- tion likely to lead to violence. The
pope
present
the
of
tems will lie extended. New fortifica- tastes
tions will be erected along the waters are chiefly In the direction of ritual
of Narragaiisett bay'and the stretch music, religious music and schools
between Point Judith and Montauk and questions of international policy
will be mined. The work commenced do not Interest ruin as they did hU
predecessor.
today.
Jan. 30. M.
governor political prison in
Vast OBtroff. suburb of this city, was
shot In the main street of the Island
today and died almost Immediately.
The assassin, a youth of 18. dressed as a woman, emerged from a tea
house as Guidema was passing and
shot him twice in the stomach. The
youth also shot and mortally wounded a prison warden, who accompanied
Guidema, and who had pursued the
assassin. The latter disappeared.
Guidema was sentenced to death by
the terrorists for the merciless use
of the lash In suppressing "hunger
strike" which the prisoners on Basilt
Island declared a fortnight ago as a
protest against killing the prisoner
who was leaning out the window.
Gul-dem- a,

1

r

l,

three-months-o- ld

Seat-H- olt

" Beach Introduce Two Important
Bills in the House.

Santa Fe, N. M , Jan. 30. Hoth
houses of the legislature held busy
sessions this morning and adjourned
until tomorrow.
Mr. Dalles, In the council, Introduced a bill for the abolishment of
Torrance county and the formation
of a new county under the sumo
name, with Willard as the county
seat. The new county Is to tuke In
unci
Escobosa. Bernalillo
Chlllll
county. The new county Is to be Included In council district 11, house
district 14, and in the Bernalillo
county attorney district.
The bill
went to the committee on county
Mr. Dulles introduced a petilines.
tion asking for the change from
to Willard, of the county seat,
signed by 969 names.
A number of minor bills were introduced In the house.
A strong bill
was Introduced by
Holt to prohibit any attempt by officials to influence legislators on matters of legislation by offers of public
nlllces. intimidation or threats. The
bill Is a strong one and Is now in the
hands of the committee on judiciary.
It provides a maximum penalty of
three years in prison anil a fine of not
more than $1,000 for any violation
thereof.
This bill. If It becomes a
law. will effectually block all attempts to lobby according to some
methods that have been used here,
and which have caused the members
approached considerable embarrassment.
In accord with this bill was another Introduced by Beach, to disqualify all legislators from accepting
appropriations from the governor and
This bill, when
for other purposes.
enacted, will prevent uny attempt on
the part of any public official to use
uppolntive powers to Influence legislation. The bill went to the judicial
committee.
Speaker Baca was In prominence,
when. In conjunction with Abbott, of
Santa Fe, he Introduced a bill providing for an electric light and power
plant at the penitentiary, to supply

and
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CO- -

VOW IX PARIS.

Antwerp, lielglum. Jan.

30.

Prin-

cess Louise, daughter of the King of
the Belgians Is now In Paris In em-

barrassed circumstances.
According
to the arrangements made on her
separation from Prince Philip of
the princess receives 400,000
kronon, and draws ulso as a yearly
appenage from the prince 84.000
Kronon. Further, from her father.
King Leopold, she receives u yearly
sum of GO. ooo francs, so that she has
ii
annually at her disposal about
a yenr. In the course of the Inst
couple of years the princess hr? contracted numerous debts, and Is now
being closely pressed by her creditors
for payment. Princess Ioulse. In a
very affectionate letter, appealed to
her father for assistance, and, contrary to his former attitude, the king
appeared willing to comply with the
wishes of his daughter. He sent his
secretary, Baton Boffney to nsk her
to return to her home and settle in
Germany. The princess has declared
her readiness to agree to all points
expect the last one. in consequence
of which rhe representative of King
Leopold returned to Brussells w ithout
having concluded the matter.
It is
reported that the creditors of the
princess will meet shovtly and organize some, common step.
Co-bur- g,

$27.-Oo-

St

SI. I .on Is Wool Market.
Louis, Jan. 30. Wool steady;

unchanged.

PLEASANT ECHO
NEW CASTLE, IND.. JN. i!U.
U. T. MoCREIGHT, BISINESS MANAGER OE THE CITIZEN
Pl'BLISHING COMPANY. A LBCOlERylE, XEW MEXICO.
DEAR SIR: A COPY OE T HE I SSI K OK THE aiST INST.,
A ITER
AT THIS DEPARTMENT.
BEEN' RECEIVED
HAS
THANKING YOU I'OR SAME, W E WISH TO PAY Vol
THE
AT
YOI' HAVE ONE OI' THE
COMPLIMENT OE SAYING TH
D AIL- MOST ATTRACTIVE AND PRO GHESSIVE SMALL-CIT1ES THAT IT HAS BEEN OCR P LEASl RK TO SEE IN A LONG
TIME, AND WE ARE RECEIV1 Mi MANY DAILIES. TOO. IT IS
STRONG IN ALL DEPARTMENT S IN NEWS MATTER.
AND IN AHTIsTTC
TORIALLY, MAKE-IP- .
PRESS
V ERTISE.M E.VIS'.
A SPLENDID SPE4TMEN
IT IS, IND
SENSE WIIVl THE
OE A MODERN DAILY AND IS IN EVER
1 M PLI I S.
N AM E
NEWS PA PER
WE ARE 1TRNISHING OC R AGENTS ATIRUTIVE N IME
WHICH WILL
PLATES AND ADVERTISING S I GGESTTONS.
IHNETS. AND
HELP IN THE SALE OP HOOSI EH KITCHEN'
HOPE THAT THEY WILL BE T HE MEANS OI" IVCHElNlNG
VOI R PATRONAGE I ROM J. D . EMMONs, THE
I'CRNITl'RE
DEALER
AGAIN THINKING YOi: A Nil HOPING TIIT OCR IT
TIRE RELATIONS MAY BE liO I II PLEAS NT AND l'KOITT-RYOI"
ABLE, WE ARE,
TRl LY.
Y

EDI-WOR-

AD-EE-

S

Till:

Ill,

ROOM I It Mil,.
Bv W. E. NEW BY.

$4,-111.0- 00

$98.-000,0-

that und other public Institution
with Ught and power.
Mr. Baca also Introduced a bill to
give the old palace here to the city
for municipal purposes; another for
a new game law; another for erectln
a wall and stables with convict labo
for the Santa Fe county Jail, and an
other for paving the plaza and sev
eral adjoining streets here with brl
irom the penitentiary-- .
These bill
went to the penitentiary committee,
except the game law, which went to
the committee on territorial affairs.
PRINCESS LOCISE OF

INCREASE ITS STOCK.
York, Jan. 40. At a special
meeting of the stockholders of the
Atchison. Topeka A Santa Fe Railway company today It was decided, to
largely increase the capitalisation of
the company. The present authorised cqmmon stock Is $162,000,000. of
which 1101,960,500 are in the hands
of the public, and $50,000,000 are reserved to provide for the conversion
of the $50,000,000 four per cent convertible bonds of 1906 of which
are nutsandinir. Tidiy the
stockholders decided to increase' the
authorized eommon stock by
bringing the total authorised
Followamount up to $250,000,000.
ing the action of the stockholders,
the directors will early In February
offer to the stockholders about $26,-00- 0,
ooo of common stock, or bonds
convertible into stock the proceeds of
which will be used to Increase the
rolling stock and for the construction of a line from Texlco, N. M., to
a point on the gulf which will give
the Santa Fe the shortest route between San Francisco and Galveston.
The company has no floating debt
and has $15,000,000 In banks. It was
announced at the meeting that the
traffic was so great that the directors
decided the best Interests of the
shareholders would be served by extensive enlargements of Its facilities,
which are far from sufficient to enable the business offering to be
handled us economically as It should
be. The annual report states that
in the last fiscal year the gross earnings Increased $10,000,000 over the
preceding year and the net earnings
New

BRA t LLO ADDED

MURDERED MERCHANT HAD
FRANCE SURPRISED AT
BIG LONDON FUNERAL Special to The Evening Ctlzen.
THE POPE'S PROPOSAL
St. Petersburg,

SANTA EE TO LARGELY

DALIES WANTS NEW COUNTY

BY
FATHER

THE STREETS

.

.MEXICO'S

J

--

--

,

ct

Prouty, who
Is Investigating
charges filed against the Rock Island.
the Frisco, the Santa Fe and the Katy
road. Each road Is rejresented by
counsel and freight trafllc managers.
The roads are charged by Texas and
local firms with charging
excessive
rates on grain to Galveston, on coal
and produce between Oklahoma and
Indian Territory, and on cement to
Kansas.
A.

$7,000,000.

The official circular concerning the
proposed Increase to capital directs
In
attention to the great ' increase
gross and net" earnings of the company in ten years from July 1. 1897,
to June 30, 1906, during which time
gross earnings increased from
to $3 1,344,859, or 165.(6 per
cent, while the net earnings increased
to $30,777,981, or
from $7,7r.4.04
290.9,1 per cent, und the average operate. mileage expanded from (.443.-- 8
to 9. 5".!. 94, or 47.85 per cent.
30

1

1

OHIO

RILROD

COMMISSION'

RESISTED IN THE COCRTS"
Cinclnnatl. Jan. 30. That the" recent order of the Ohio Railroad commission, regarding the equal distribution of all freight cars, whether the
property of the railroads or not, was
Is the
illegal and unconstitutional
contention ot the Masslllon Coal Mining company in a suit filed In the
federal court today. The Wheeling &
Lake Erie railroad is a party to the
suit because lis lines and cars are
those to which the order was directed
In so far as It affected the Masslllon
Coal company.
ANNTX

EKSRY OE

EXECC- -

TION OC KING CHARLES.
London. Eng., Jan. 30. The annual decoration of King Charles I. In
Trafalgar Square, took place today
(the anniversary of his execution In
1649 ). Many wreaths from legitimist
clubs, Including one from the American society bearing the inscription
the Martyr
remembers
"America
King" were placed on or about the
KtUtUe

Boston, Jan. 30. The anulversary
of the execution of King Charles I.
of England, was observed in several
Episcopalian churches here. At the

Church of the Advent there was u
special celebration of the Holy Eucharist in memory of the defender of
Ipiscopacy.
LOU V XLl'AHI.E
l" PALM
REACH.
TROPHY
Palm Beach. Flu., Jan. 30. There
ire a huge i. umber of competitors at
the Florida gun club's inaugural
This afternoon
shoot he e toil.iy
trophy
hli Miil 'K f.ir the ituiKntticenl
pieented by August Belmont will
l
such famous markscommence a
men us Oakley Thoine, Sihench
Kenisen. Colome E:neron and Vtle
Dolan will compel
SHOOT

QLLBUQUEliQDfi

PAGE TXO.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
hMiM Sally Ui Wsckty sr
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grcssmrn If free seeds were not to be
hod. Ho offered a substitute providing for free seeds as heretofore. He
criticised the department of agriculture for Interfering In the matter,
mid sold the government was becoming a bureaucracy.
Mr. Clayton, of Alabama. Insisted
that the committee would place In
the hands of the secretary of agriculture a power whb'h he did not believe
"any bureau ehli'f should possess."
Mr. Scott, of Kansas m defending
the proposed plan, said that the department of agriculture had suggested the amendment.
Ha thought that
the government with the same propriety might give lead pencils to the
s
people,
to the boys, as to
give free seeds. He said that the
press, the agricultural colleges and
Very largely the farm journals are opposed to congressional distribution of
seeds.
jack-knive-

AvvFUL LEAP INTO

SPACE

sy

AUTO
Racer Going at Rate of Two
Miles a Minute Meets
With Accident.
OF GAMBLING

-- DEVOTE

ORLEANS COMPLAINS
K rooll MAlli sKHVirlC
New Orleans,
Notification
Ia.:
was sent to loulslana's senators and
congressmen by the Progressive union that several thousand persons In
this city are ready to give testimony
showing that the city loses several
million dollars a year In business because of poor mail train service. An
average of sixteen out of twenty-fou- r
trains dally arriving here are declared to be from one hour to one day
late, resulting, among other things,
In bank paper arriving after close of
banking hours, and European
ex
change missing New York steamers
and being delayed a week at a time.
To remedy this service It Is proposed
to establish divisional mall headquarters here, embracing Louisiana and
Mississippi.
'
The following railroad presidents
have also been notilled: K. H.
George J. Could, Milton H.
Smith, of the Louisville & Nashville;
W.
V. Flnlay. of the Southern, and
J. T. Hanrahan, of the Illinois Central.
XK.H

SPENDS COMPANY'S MONEY

n,

Har-rlma-

Immense Holding of Lumber Lands
In Mexico by the Greene Land
LEGISLATURE INVESTIGATING
&

Lumber Company.

Reach, Flu.: Fred
d
while driving his
steam racer at a rate of two
miles a minute In an effort to break
tbe world's mile record, struck a
tight ridge of hardened -- and In the
beach. The force of the blow lifted
tbe front wheels of the racer, rendered the steering gear useless, and
Mfter a fearful leap through space,
pitched the car on Its side. The momentum caused the car to roll over
and over with the helpless driver
pinned fast In the hood. The framework was splintered to fragments,
the machinery twisted out of all
semblance to anything and the boiler
burled fifty yards down the beach.
Vtortunately the fuse plug blew out
tt the boiler and let the steam
thus undoubtedly saving the life
of Marriott, who lay unconscious
across the wreck of the front wheels,
lie was carried to the club house.
Rumors that his right eye was probably lost were quickly cop'.radleted
and a further examination showed
that no bones were broken, though
tbe hair was scraped from his scalp.
The scalp, face, hands and arms were
cashed and torn and Internal injur-te- a
may develop, although Marriott is
believed to be out of danger.
Ills
time for the mile, made just prevl
ousjy to the accident, was 29 5 seconds. 12-- 5 seconds slower than his
time last year.
Ormond-Dayton-

a

A. Marriott,

cigar-troape-

e,

NEARLY
,

WEST
$I,00
ACROSS

GREEN CLOTH.
Birmingham. Ala.: The statement
la made officially that E. T. Martin,
Tormcr secretary of the Jefferson
Itrick company, a concern with eight
brickmaklng companies in the mem
bership, was recently found short in
lila accounts to the amount of $16.-76False entries, it is stated,
II.
were found on the books, and upon
being confronted with the shortage,
Vartin Is said to have admitted the
una and stated that the money had
Kane across the gambling tables In
Birmingham.
No warrants were
but the grand jury is said to
have been informed.
The accused did not leave the
country, and while not here right
now, his whereabouts are suf3 to be
known. He has a wife and two children, the wife being wrought to a
wonderful state over the disgruco.
The Jefferson Hrlck company was
in 1S03. and Martin was given
the position of bookkeeper. A year
later he was elected secretary wllh-a- t
bond and given Ihe custody of
all the accounts of the concern. His
peculations began nearly a year ago,
according to the story given out by a
hbrh official of the company.
The
crap table" was first sought, and
then in order to get back the vurious
urns, large amounts were taken of
the company's funds In the effort to
win back what hud been lost.
The
denouncement followed.
Martin is
a man of much education. He had
y
the implicit confidence of the
and was never under suspicion
until a few months since.
6.

--

com-jaui-

1MJIKXSK BODY OF
VALUABLE TIMBER I. AX It.
Kl Paso. Texas:
It is announced
frum the New York otllce that a contract had been entered into between
the Hierra Madre Lund & Lumber
company and the Cunaneti Consolidated Copper company, under which
the Cunanea company takes for 1
years, at current
term of twenty-liv- e
priceti, a minimum amount of $1,1)00.-410- 0
worth of lumber per annum,
which contract will net a profit of
$100,000 per annum to I lie lumber
company, which alone would more
than provide for the entire unnim
interest charge of $1Mi.oijo, and
of ll.Mi.iniu bond per annum.
The Sierra Madre I.aii.1 &: Lumber
company owns In the republic ui
Mexico, a body of virgin timber, comprising i.Siri.tiUH acres, probably
tract of standing timber on
this continent under one ownership.
company
has made a mortgage
The
covering .this entire property, in se$3.110(1. nun Him
or
e
cure an issue
bonds.
The same otliiiul company Maie-mesays:
The area of his I imber t met is almost as great as tbt-- state of
iimil-Kug-

I

t.

!.!

Ol I SI ION
kri :e SEED
is agvin under rnti:.

Washington, 1). ('.:
The bouse
t (lie
lias again begun onsiilerati
ugrtcultural a ppropriatiou I. ill. no
time being fixed for Die Hose ..I
ral debate.
Mr. Chandler, of .Mississippi, led
the fight for flee seeds, anil charged
that the ilein in Die present bill ;i.
the A oik of a lobby composed of .nl
men of the country anil of ciTeitiw
newspaier work, lie said be could
riot go baek ami look his "dear old
farmer friends" in the face after the
increase- - in the salaries of the con- -

TIIOSK HEARST KEIOHTS.
Austin, Tex.: Auditor Naudaln, of
OH company, was
the Waters-Pierc- e
before the investigating
committee
yesterday afternoon, and J. P. Uruet,
a former secretary, last night.
The testimony of the latter was
somewhat damaging to Bailey except
for the odium which attaches to a
witness who turns state's evidence.
He declared he had no animosity toward Bailey, but had been induced to
turn over the purloined documents
by a dislike of Pierce.
Cunningham, from Abilene, a Bailey man and successor to Hawkins,
was sworn In as u member of the
senate yesterday.
A stringent
bill passed the senate yesterday.
Smith's divorce bill is being argued
at length.
The senate and house committee to
investigate the source of Hearst's
newspaper report that the legislature
was Influenced to
Bailey by
wine, money and women is preparing
to organize and begin work.
ct

OF LOCAL

INTEREST

From the New Mexican.
Former Sheriff Thomas S. Hubbell,
of Albuquerque, was registered at tbu
Claire yesterday.
He came to vlow
legislative proceedings.
District Court Clerk A. M. Bergere,
who went to Albuquerque yesterdlay
to see Hon. and Mrs. Solomon Luna,
returned home on the noon train
Charles E. Dagenette. of Albuquerque, supervisor of labor for the Pueblo Indians, was among the arihjalB
toduy in Santa Fe, and registered yt
the Claire.
Thomas N. Wllkerson, Albuquerque
attorney and
of the territorial assembly, was attending to le
gal and personal business here
and today.
Prof. W. O. Tight, of Albuquerque,
president of the University of New
Mexico, arrived In the city this fore
noon to attend a meeting of the ter
rltoriul bourd of education.
Superintendent B. B. Custer, of the
United States Indian training school
at Albuquerque, arrived today In the
capital. He came in company with
Charles E. Dagenette, supervisor of
labor for the Pueblu Indians;, whose
headquarters aro also in tho Duke
yes-terda-

City.
Dr. G. W. Harrison, of Albuquerque, president of the territorial bourd

of health, reached the city last night
from the south. He is interested in
matters concerning the medical pro
fession in the territory before the
legislative assembly, and will remain
here several days.
George It. Crulg, of Albuquerque,
was a visitor yesterday and today in
Ihe capital. He came on legislative
business, and left this afternoon for
home. This was Mr. Craig's first vis-to Santa Fe and he was much
pleased with the many sights of his
torical interest. He is a justice of
the pence in the Duke City.
Hon. Solomon Luna, of
Lunas,
president of the Hank of Commerce
Albuquerque,
at
reached the city this
forenoon, having come from Albu
querque, where he arrived yesterday
with his wife. The New Mexican is
gratilled to know that the surgical
operation which Mrs. Luna has un
dergone was a complete success and
that she Is on the high roud to re.
covery. She is somewhat weak, but
will be all right and up in a few
weeks. Miss Otero, who accompan
ied Mr. and Mrs. Luna to New York,
also reached the city on this morning' train. Mrs. N. II. Field, of Albuquerque, came with them to spend
a few days as a guest at the Leigcie
residence.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BKOMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggist refund money if
It fails .o cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature ig on each box. 25c.

THE
AND

LOAN

BUILDING

ASSOCIATION.

The
Building and
Loan Association of Albuquerque, th.!
pioneer association of the southwest,
has rounded out nineteen full years
of successful business life, producing
results highly remunerative
to its
Mockholders, large and small alike.
It has paid back to stockholders-morthan half a million dollars, is
distinctively a homo Institution, governed by the stockholders, anions
whom are some of Albuquerque.;
best bUsitleSS IilCIl.
A new series has just been placed
on sale, payable $1 00 per share per
month, commencing with the present month.
If you are Interested
in putting
your buvings where they will can
something, or would like to own your
home. Instead of forever paying rent,
let the secretary tell you about tho
Office, room

H,

N. T.

Annijo

EVENING CITIZEN.

MIDNIGHT

CAPITAL

Palm Beach, Flit., Jan. 30. The
Palm Beach Power Boat association
speed carnival
this afternoon, one of the principal
events will be the reproduction of the
famous midnight carnival of Venice
on Lake Worth. There will be two
e
power
and one
boat races and several races for sailing yachts.
Boats from the following yacht clubs will compete :
Buffalo; Bristol, New
York;
Palm Beach, Halifax; Motor II. C.
of America, and Bay city. Tbe Canadian crafts are Ihe Spray, an
eighteen foot twenty horse power
boat owned by George Dewey of the
Halifax, Y, C, and the Show Me. u
twenty-fiv- e
footer, owned by M. M.
Austin. Both boats are said to be
exceptionally fast. Twenty American crafts are entered but nil have
small motors with the exception of
a fifty horse power boat which is
expected to run away with the high
speed cups. The Dixie's present owner, K. J. Schroeder. of Jersey City,
has Increased her horse power to
133, and many yatchmen look to see
her better the mile record of two
minutes and two seconds, made two
years ago by W. Gould Brockaw's
Challenger. If the Dixie does run up
to expectations she will
be sent
abroad to compete for the British International challenge trophy. Though
all the prizes are very valuable the
most noted is Sir Thomas Dewar's
challenge shield for the mile race.
will hold its annual

five-mi- le

one-mil-

Bis-can- e,

TAX REVISION IN

NEW YORK STATE.
New York. Jan. 30. The report
of the state commissioner, appointed by Governor Hlgglns, to revise

the tax laws of the state has been
presented to the legislature.
The
committee instead of making an Income tax or habitation tax makes a
feature of the inheritance tax. The
report provides for an increase In
the inheritance tax graded on the
remoteness of the relationship of the
donor to the beneficiary. The report
recommends an increase of the tax
now paid by corporations.
The exemption from taxation of deposits In
savings banks Is reduced from $3,000
to $1,000.
The report recommends
an increase on the tax on the surplus
of savings banks in such a way that
the state does not benefit by the Increase, the additional amount raised
by tax going to the locality. As the
commission was not unanimous in Its
findings several minority
reports
were presented.
memThe rural
bers of the commission favor an In
come tax while the Wall street mem
bers favor a habitation tax. The
bills of the commission, are expected
to cuuse lengthy henrlngs and considerable opposition Is expected to
com from the interests affecte!.
I XTERN

ATIOX'A L KA 1'ETV

DEVICE EXPOSITION.
In the Ameri
can museum of natural history to
day the first international exposition
of safety devices was opened under
very favorable
auspices. The exhibits Include safety devices for wood
and
working
machinery,
metal
stamping, grinding, and polishing machines, boilers, elevators, windlasses,
cranes and hoisting machinery, safety lamps and explosives, quarrying,
agriculture, chemical industries, tire,
railway, and trolley safety devices.
As the project of the exposition Is
to teach the public the necessity of
doing something to lessen the cause
of accidents to life and labor by
means of a permanent museum of
safely devices, where all the problems
of safeguarding life and limb can
be studied in their working details,
and us there has been no charge for
space. It Is expected that the exposition will be well patronized during
the two weeks It will remain open.
There are exhibits from the Bed
Cross society and from London, Purls,
Berlin and Geneo. At the inaugural
dinner of the American institute of
tosocial science at the Waldorf
night, Governor Hughes will be the
guest of honor.
New York, Jan, 30.

A

1

Petition Presented to Legislature by Councilman Dalles
For Its Removal.

Worth.

ITORX EY JEROME'S

HILL.
Albany, N. Y.. Jun. 30. The committee on codes tire today considerANTI-BETTIN-

ing District Attorney Jerome's racing
bill which provides that betting
on
horses on race tracks shall be made
a felony, the same as outside the
tracks as at present. When the bill
will be presented to the house it will
meet wilh considerable opposition.
(.HEAT ANNUAL

Pol l.TRY
SHOW HELD IX OHIO.
Newark, o., Jan. 30. There n re
over 2,w" exhibits in the armory
here today at the annual show of the
bio
Fanciers association.
There
are seventeen silver cutis besides
valuable cash prizes to be competed

Talk.....

"We, the undersigned petitioners,
actual male residents of the county of
Torrance, territory of New Mexico,
and of the age of twenty-on- e
yenrs or
Is sometimes necessary, hut wc
more, respectfully petition the enactdcH-m- l
upon the merit of our
ment of such legislation as will cause
goods and fair dealing with
Ihe removal of the county seat of
every customer, to Insure our
Torrance county to Willard chiefly for
the following reasons:
continual success in the drug
We fully recognize Willard to be
business.
the central and most Important city
In Torrance county.
We recognize Willard as not only
the natural center of Torrance county hut the only city In Torrance county having railroad lines placing it
within easy reach of all portions of
Cor. Gold Ave. and Fint St.
Ihe county enabling
the citizens
B. H. BRIGGS &
thereof to reach their county sent in
the least possible time ami at the
CO. f Proprietors
least possible expense.
Willard is located on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe cut-of- f,
one of
the greatest lines of railroad construction In the United States, and
the SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Santa Fe Central railway, which connects with nil points on the Denver
&
Rio Grande and the Rock Island Full Set of Teeth
lines.
a J. 50 up
Gold Filling
Willard is most emphatically
the (old Crowns
$0
center of Torrance county, geographPainless Extracting
50c
ically, commercally and by circumstance of settlement.
Therefore, your petitioners earnest- ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ly renueftt thnf hlKtlne ha
ANTEED.
lh.
citizens of Torrance county and that
tne county seat be changed and that
the same be established at Willard.
Convenience to the ffeneral mihlln
and the saving of many dollars to
every citizen as well as the saving of
such valuable time to them demand
B. F. COPP,
tne cnange.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
Petition In Hands of Couni'liiiuii
Dulles.
The foregoing petition has been
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
circulated In the various precincts of
Torrance county. The original ' Is Department of the Interior, United
now in the hands of Hon. Carl A.
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1906.
Dalles, who is a member of the legisNotice Is hereby given that the loY
lative council from the district comprising the counties of Otero. Lincoln lowlng-nameclaimant has filed no
and Torrance. Close to a thousand tice of his intention to make final
signatures are affixed to the docu- proof Jn support of his claim under
ment, which when stretched out full sections 16 and 17 of the act of
length Is about fifty feet long, and March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
when rolled up tightly Is nearly three amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470), and that Bald
Inches In diameter.
Mr. Dalles Is putting in his best ef- proof will be made before the proforts to have the county seat trans- bate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
ferred
from Estancla to Willard. January Z6, 1907, viz: Mariana Chav
Personally, he says, he believes that ez de Otero, for the Small Holding
Willard can get ulong well enough Claim No. 2547, situate In Sec. 36, T.
without being the county seat, as its 7 N, R. 2 E.
future is already assured.
But he
He names the following witnesses
declares the sentiment is so over- to prove his actual continuous adwhelming In favor of having the verse possession of said tract for
county seat changed to Willard that twenty years next preceding the surhe hus become convinced himself that vey of the township, viz:
it is the logical place from every
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
standpoint for the county seat.
Lunas, N. M.; Anlceto Aragon, Gull- In addition to the petition which jermo urona, u.uinno samore, of Per
has been sqjargely signed, Mr. Dalles alta, N. M.
hllM Drphnrtf a hi PUB vnun nf T,,t.firm
Any person who desires to protest
county showing the relative positions against tne allowance
of said proof,
or
ranroau
aim
raciiuies
ine several or who knows of any substantial reatowns.
This he is exhibiting t" hi son under
the laws and regulations
cotlenfroea In tho I ir i u !
auambly, as a little persuasive argument of tne Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
in ntvor 01 ivuiuru.
glvea an opportunity at tbe above
mentioned time and place to cross
ICE SKATING CHAMPIONS
tbe witnesses of said claim
SKATE FOR HONORS. examine
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
Saranuc, N. Y., Jan. 30. Under of
that submitted by claimant.
the auspices of the National Skating
MANUEL R. OTERO.
association of the United States, the
Register.
championship races for amateurs and
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
professionals are being held on Sara- nac lake today. There are upwards
NOTICE I'OK PUBLICATION.
of sixty competitors for the ten
events. The attendance Is very Department of the Interior,
Land
large. The winners in today's com
Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
petition will represent the
United
Dec. 29, 1906.
States In Montreal at the Canadian
Notice Is hereby given that Santichampionship races next month.
ago Griego of Carpenter. N. M., has
died notice of his intention to make
CUBAN PINEAPPLE CROP
five-yeproof in support of
AX.X I'ALLY IXCREASI Xi. final
claim,
his
vis: Homestead entry No.
30.
Havana, Cuba, Jan.
The pro
duction of pineapples on the island is 10.301 made Nov. 20, 1906, for the
aunuully increasing.
The crop of SVt KE'4 and lots 1 and 2, Section
1905 amounted to K28.417 crates and 3, Township 9 N Range 6 E., and
in 1906 to S78.962.
It Is expected that said proof will be made before
that the coming seasons crop will H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
beat all records as the acreage hus Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
been largely Increased and greater M., on Feb. 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
cure will be taken with the' crop.
Pineapples are at present selling at to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
from $i to $2.2S per crate.
Venceslado Griego, Salomon Griego, Dario Chaves and J. R. CarpenTILE MIAMI RAILROAD
IXCREASES ITS CAPITAU ter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Cincinnati, O., Jan. 30. At the an
nual meeting of the stockholders of
Register.
the Little Miami Railroad company
yesterday it was decided to increase
NOTICE I'OK PUBLICATION.
capital of the company from $S,000,-00- 0
to $10,11110,000. and the Dayton Department of the Interior,
Land
& Western railroad, both of which
Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
ire under lease of the Little Miami.
Dec. 29, 1906.
the latter Itself being under lease to
Notice is hereby given that Luclo
Ortega of Chilili, N. M., has filed nothe Pennsylvania company.
tice of bis intention to make final
Mutcli.
Genuine livo
proof in
of his
'has. Christian Smith and Miss claim, vis: Homesteadsupport
entry No.
Nina itelle Love, both of Cleveland, 6.702 made Dec.
10. 1901, for the
the latter a daughter of John Love, WVi NEVi und EV4
NWtf. Section
of that city, and a niece of J as. 12. Township S N.. Range
6 K.. and
Love, of the Falls, were married at
proof
that
said
wil
be made before
(ilenville. - Cuyahoga Falls (O. i He- - II. W. K.
Otero. United States Court
porter.
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.

ALVARADO
PHARMACY

1

ar

uT7.
MHEUMATI am
WORSE
FB DM YE AB TO YF4D
The cause of Rheumatism is an

excess of uric acid in the blood, brought
on by indigestion, chronic constipation, wcai kidm vs and a general .shif-ris- .i
condition of the entire system. The refuse and waste matter of the
body is not carried out as nature intends, but is left to ferment and souraud
generate tuie acid, which is absorbed into the blood. The first evidence of
.
.
Rheumatism ia- utftill..
naiiucmij; pains iii me
""""") June .....h.1..Ih.
ami joints, or
a tender, sensitive place on the flesh. These are often muscles
slight
so
nothing
that
.
13
tllOUchtof tlleitl and I1lv IvKH "nu'tii.-1. !- .- t
1.1 , wii.
"
uic
iruuuie
becomes more severe, and from slight wandering painsminicmc
and excited nerves,
Rheumatism grows to be a painful and almost constant trouble. The longer
the poison remains in the blood the firmer hold the trouble gets on the system. JJ.ich day the acid deposit is increasing and the disease grows worse
,
A
n,. l,;u mc
frnm ve:ir in. i i
1.a
upline
juiius iiccouie... coatcil wiiiiI a corrosive
Substance which tierinnclv
...V
int..rfr..c
... . ,v . ...-- ..;1, 41,
..i.:
miii iioiKing ami movements
and sometimes they become permanently .stiff and useless.
S. S. S.
vuic
hv going down into the
blood and attacking th-.- disease at its head. It
neutralizes the poisons and acidsanddissolvcs
the salts and irritatino; deposits, making the
blood stream pure, fu sh and healthy. S. S. S
is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks, and
PURELY VEGETABLE
is therefore a safe remedy. When the blood
c
ii.i.Q it
i,
I,.,
i
o
aches pass awav, ami the cure is permanent. 1',V cm Rheumatism, and
medical advice frte.
THE SWIFT SPCCiriC CO., ATI ANT A. CA.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS,

THE TORRANCE

Imitation of Midnight Carnival of Venice, on Lake

.umary

Wednesday,

FLORIDA CIVES WJLLARD WANTS

It

Is

,

WANTED.
WANTED A bell boy at the Alvar- ado hotel.
WANTED More shoe repairing at
corner of Railroad
avenue and
Broadway. P. E. Daniel.
VAXTK1
experienced
'An
cook.
Mrs. W. B. Chllders, 107 North
Twellth street.
WANTED
Gentleman's
secondhand clothing. No. 6lS South Fir
street, south of viaduct. Bend ad
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
A goon cook,
man or
woman; small hotel; good wages
paid promptly. Write to Goebel ho
tel. Helen. N. M.
WANTED Teams The .Santa
Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes.
good
All
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Super'
intendent.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT
New
house, modern.
61S North Sixth
street.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light- housekeeplng. Inquire at 300 North
Broadway.
FOR RENT An alfalfa, ranch. An
Ideal place for chickens. Inquire
Albright, 312 West Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
housekeeping;
rent reasonable
Apply rear 624 West Railroad.
cottage
FOR
RENT Furnished
flats: very reasonable.
Apply at
no Coal avenue, east end of via
duct.
FOR RENT Houses furnished and
unfurnished; also store rooifis. W.
H. McMllllon, 211 West Gold avenue.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tljeras p.venue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
West Tljeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
11.00 per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up furnished
with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
624 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
See The Citi
lost typewriter.
ten.
FOR SALE A nice saddle pony,
good size. W. H. McMillion,
211
West Gold avenue.
FOR SALE The Claude Glrard prop
erty on west Mountain road. Inquire on premises or at No. 300
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Majority of stock in established and paying retail business. Incorporated. Owner wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Daily Citizen.
OR SALE Snap Lots IS, 14, 15,
In block B, Simpler addition No. 2,
only 600. $60 cash, balance In
installments of $15 per month.
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif.,
or see E. H. Dunbar, 224 West
Gold avenue.

n.Mtu

two-stor-

LOST.
FOCket book CniltHlnlnir

Ohl

He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:

Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortega,
Lorenzo Sanchez and Edward Curler,
all of Chilili. N. M.
MANUEL

R. OTERO.

Register.

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
Land
office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Dec. 29, 1906.

Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Ortega of Chilili, N. M.. has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support
of his
claim, viz; Homestead entrv No.
6.703 made Dec. 10, 1901. for the
SWU SWVi. Section 1, WV, NW'i
and NW'i sV4 Section 12. Town
ship s N Range 6 E.. and that said
proof will be made before II. W. S.
Otero. United Slates Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque. N. M., on
ar

Feb.
H

n,

1907.

names the following witnesses

to pioe his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of. tho land, viz:

luin

bills; finder return to
this office and receive reward.
STRAYED.
STRAYED January 17, one Jersey
cow; branded open H. Return to
1500 South John street. Mrs. P. M.
Gavin.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
December 26, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that Pnbin
Gallegos of Belen. N. M.. has fliort
notice of his intention to make final
five year proof In support
of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
6621, made October 21, 19G1, for the
NW',4, Section
2. Township
4 N,
Range 3 W, and that said prdof will
be made before Jesus Luna, Probate
Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on February 7, 1907.
He names the following vlinuu.
to prove his continuous residence nn.
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Kuperto Jaramiilo, of Belen, N. M.;
Simon Serna, of Los Chavez, N. M.;
Pablo BalleJos. of Los Lunas. M M
Jesus Jaramiilo y Gallego, of Belen,
five-doll- ar

31.

MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register.

Ise Counsel

o

1 rom the South.
"I want to crive some vflbinhla aA- vlce to those who suffer with lame
back and kidney trouble," says J. R.
Blankenshlp. of Beck. Tenn. "I have
proved to an absolute certainty that
Electric Bitters will positively cure
this distressing condition.
Th flrot
bottle gave me great relief and after
taking a few more bottles. I was completely cured; bo completely that II
becomes a pleasure to recommend
this great remedy." Sold under guarantee by all druggists. Trice 50c.
HAIR DRESSER AND ( IIIROPO.

1HST.

at her parlors. No.
West Railroad avenue, is prs- pared to give thorough scalp treat
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and mani
curing. .Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
tion of complexion cream builds u;i
the skin ami improves the complexion,, and is guaranteed not to be injurious. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dan
druff und hair falling out; rcstorel
life to dead hair;
removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Also a
face powder, a freckle cure and pim
ple cure und pile cure. All of these
are purely vegetable
preparations
compounds.
Have just added n vibrator machine for treatment of
sculp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
la also used for rheumatism, pains
and massage.
Danger of a Cold and How lo Avoid
Tliein.
More fatalities have their origin in
or result from a cold than from any
other cause This fact alone should
make people more careful as there is
no danger whatever fromia cold when
t is properly treated in the beginning.
For many years Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy hus been recognized as the
most prompt and effectual medicine
n use for this disease,
it acts on na
ture's plan, loosens the cough, re
lieves tho lurgs, opens the secretions
and aids nature In restoring the sys
tem to a Healthy condition. Sold by
all druggists.
Mrs.
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ISambinl,

PROPERTY

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $19
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rs.tes are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant BHg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

Nice, New, 6 Room

HOUSE
lincly Furnished. Fireplace.

!lor--

r,

B"ggy, Harness, Hay, Etc.

five-room-

ar

M., on Feb. 0, 1907.

PERSONAL

$3300
POR TERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Avt.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F.St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
It. W. 1. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. V, Pobson.
ATTORNEY AT IAW.
Office,
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3. Harnett buildlne.
over O'RIelly's drug store. Phone
No. 744. Appointments made by mall.
Edmund J. Alirer. I. T s.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours. 9 a. m.. to 12:30 n. m .: 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.
DR. J. It. 1IAYNES.
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armljo
building.
W. Al. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surccon.
occidental
Life Building. Tele
phone S86. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. K. iu IIUST.
Office,
8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with Hich
Frequency Electrical
Current
nnd
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red lit
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $6.
ARCHITECTS"
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Rr.
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Botn phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
--

46-4-

J. R. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Tlios. K. D. Maddison.'
Office with W. B. Chllders.
117
West Gold avenue.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.

January

22, 1907.

Notice is lierebv etven thai Juan
de Dios Pa till la. of San Rafael, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention to
make final flve-venroof In minnnrt
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
ino. 6688, made December O, 1901,
for the Wi NE!J, and WV4 SEU.
Section 26. Townshin 10 N. Tt antra in
W, and that said proof will be made
before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk
at Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7,
ar

1907.

He numes the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Jose R. Candelaria, Rafael Baldes,
Manuel Sanchez. Blsente Padia, aJI
of San Rafael. N. M.
MANUEL R." OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.

January

Of-

23, 1907.

Notice is hereby given that Ramon
I'adilla of San Rafael, N. M., has
tiled notice of his Intention to make
final five year- - proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
668 9, made December 3, 1901, for the
EVi NW'4, und EV4 SW!4, Section
26, Township 10 N, Range 10 W. and
that sabl proof will be made before
Jesurt M. Luna, Probata Clerk at
Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Jose R. Candelaria. Rafael Baldes,
Manuel Sanchez. Blsente Padia.
nil
of San Rafael. N. M.
.MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
How to l'rci nt Bilious Attacks.
One who is subject to bilious attacks will notice that for a day or
more before the attack he is not hun-

gry at meal times and feels dull after
eating.
A
dose of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets when
these first symptoms appear will ward
off the attack.
They are for tale by
all druggists.
NURSERY
I

Rlll'

PRODUCTS

Mli: l.OHt.

M
.
Till
VINES AND l
BUY OF SOME OVi: YOU KNOW.
V W. AI.GFIt. 121 so. Wtl.TMl

MIRIBS.
STItl.lT.

o
Notliv.
Francisco Garcia, Estolano Ortego,
All p.irii.-interested h, the conLorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter,
struction of cement walks, work guarall of Chilili, N. M.
anteed, please leave orders at the ofMANUEL R. OTERO,
n
fice of La opinion l'ubllca.
All arO u r ROM. H DRY work don's have rangements
Register.
work of that kind
to be washed over. Imperial Laun- will he made for
at
the
above office.
Try a Cti zen want, KlvertUement. dry Co.

l.ol'lS

TIM'.IILLO.

'X
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.
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committee, which has ben wtdttllnf mand of the armored cruiser Varoy.
with the items connected wrlh that He has announced that he will take
expensive arm of the public defense, his ship and two other first-cles- s
will soon bring Its bill Into the house cruisers to America and be present at
and when completed. In the face of the opening oi the Jamestown exposiof
the most painstaking effort to keep tion. The duke Is a first cousin deIt down, the total of the funds to be King Victor Emmanuel and has
authorized for the American navy voted his life to scientific research.
during the next fiscal year, will run
.Cured of I.nng Trouble.
very close to the $100,000,000 mark.
"It Is now eleven year since I had
There seems to be some truth In the
of the former great a narrow escape from consumption,"
observations
speaker and his worthy prototype, writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
man of Kershaw, 8. C. "I had run
"Uncle Joe" Cannon.
in weight to 1S5 pounds, ana
down
The recent utterances of the presi- coughing was constant, both by day
dent that the uniform of the army
Finally I began tak
nil bv nlirht.
and navy should not be discriminated ing Dr. King s New Discovery, and Writer n Santa Fe EmplOVeS
.i
Vfta nUnnt
- i , v.
anywhere In the country, and
months. I
Compared With Other Countries- against
that to do so was a crime, have not when my cough and lung trouble were
Atagazine Describes Funseriously Impressed at least one court entirely gone and I was restored to
-Census
Bulletin
where this matter has been tested. my normal weight, 170 pounds."
eral of Indian.
The Incident has aroused great in- Thousands of persons are healed
Shows But 688.207.
terest in army and navy circles, every year. Guaranteed by all drugespecially In view of the Importance gists. EOc and 11.00.
Trial bottle
(ll IjiiiIv W. Dennett.)
atached to this dictum of the presi- free.
The poor Indian "sees Hod in the
senIn the
during
debate
the
dent
clouds and hears Him in the Winds."
$52,000 TO ENCOURAGE
ate over the ISrownsvllle affair. InTo his aggressive white brethren the
terest in this mutter, which the presired man has always been, and must
LETTER
to the attention of
called
MARKET
first
dent
ever remain, an unsolved riddle. He
THE RAISING OF FROGS the country from Oyster liny lasi
views life, In nearly all Its concerns,
nmmer. has been sharply revived by
differently from the white man: vet
Incident taking place nt Platts- the difference is this: That the InSpecial Correspondence.
burfc. New York.
Navy Bill and That For Fivers and
Kansas City Stock Yards, Jan. 28 dian sees God In the clouds; the pale
Sergeant William Hlggins. or me
The proportion of cattle from the face worships a Clod Invisible an
fth Infantry, stationed at tne mm-ir- yg
Harbors Have Both Enorpost there, went to a local skat-i- range country Is growing smalic Intellectual God.
Within the past week
A much traveled person has said
rink and was denied admittance each week.
mous Appropriations.
because f his uniform. Hearing In we have had some Idaho feeders at that he was ammzed to find, on a
mind the injunction of the president. $4.75. stockers at $4.25, Oregon hay world tour, how Innumerable were
engaged a lawyer. fed beef steers at $5, Colorado stock the ways of different peoples to ac
Washington. Jan. 30. A bulletin Is Sergt. Higglns
the arrest of the proprietor crs at $4.25, Colorado medium to complish the same thing. His ob
to tip lsued thin week from the cen- caused skating
rink and brought suit common cows today at $3, Panhandle servatlon may apply to the majestic
the
sus office dealing with child labor In
the civil rights act of the state cows at $2.75 to $3.10, stockers ceremony with which the burial rites
the United Mates, a subject that Is fnder
New York, a drastic piece of leg- - n round 4. Prices on all classes of are performed over the body of a
occupying the attention of a very slatlon
thut Is supposed to protect rHttle are at the ton figures of the great man Interred In Westminister.
large number of public men. It has
he personal rights of every citizen winter Just now . The supply Is compared to the rather simple pro
been discussed in both houses of regardless
of race color, etc. It was 9,000 head today, small for Monday, cess of the Mojave tribe of Indians,
congress and during the week Senthat the soldier had frequent- - and the market Is strong to 10c when one of Its number Is Incinerated
ator Keverldge, of Indlann. made a shown
been admitted when In civilian higher, most strength being shown by land sent to glory In a roll of dun
most exhaustive speech upon the dress
and all the Indications pointed cows and heifers, with stockers ana smoke.
bulletin to
matter. This forthcoming
a successful prosecution of the feeders a close second. Receipts will
The desert of California and Ari
will show that the total number of ase.
among run about the same as last January zona
in Washington,
Is the home of the Mojaves, and
child head winners that Is. children militaryHere
ap
men. there was general
this month, but the tendency seems Needles Is their nearest approach to
between the ages: of 10 and 15 years proval of the promptness
with which toward smaller runs for February the while man's presence. Their
United
employed in continental
soldier acted to resent the affront Fed cattle arc nil making money for dwelling places are rude huts or dug.State reaches the amaitng aggregate tohe the
wore.
uniform he
the feeders, and It Is only natural that outs, In this great wilderness, and
of 1.750,178 This is based upon the
Unfortunately, however, and here there should be a phenomenal de- nre so scattered It would be difficult
figures of 1906 and the' total undoubtas
are
army
officials
where the
mand for stuff to go back to the to say just where they are assembled
edly has increased since then. .
the Judge of the city court country. Black feeders sold at $ In greatest number. The Indians liti)f this total, however. 1.054.448 tonished,
brought
was
case
which the
today, and bulk of feeders Is at $4 to erally swarm about passenger trains
were engaged in agricultural pursuits before
there was no violation of the 14 80. stockers selling at $3.50 to stopping at Needles and other desert
which are not open to the objections held
rink
the
of
proprietor
law,
the
points. The tourist has proved a
$4.50.
aimed against child labor generally acted that
his rights, and discharg
The mutton market closed last lucrative friend of them, and they
but there are 688,207 employed in ed himwithin
Owing
to
the
custody.
from
change In prices cultivate him upon all occasions.
trade and transportation where they ncreuslng frequency of Incidents of week without any feeling
on wethers Heads strung on linen thread
and
but with a weaker
are denied good air and the oppo- this sort, the war department
and ewes. The supply today is 10 wrought Into articles of curious de
rtunity to educate themselves, and
of
outcome
watched
the
have
head; lambs steady to a shade sign; highly colored bows and arrows.
subjected more or less to bad Influhis case with more than usual In 000
to 10c lower. The bound fast together for the adornences. In domestic service there are terest
It Is needless to say that lower; sheep weak
and
employed 128.617 gMs of tender they are amazed at the ruling of the run last week totaled 80,000 head. ment of some distant Caucasian
-yea"d 17,650 boys. Of the grand New York court. The case will be which is several thousand short of den;" fantastic dolls In wood and
total of children, employed almost officially reported to the department, the corresponding week last year, and grotesque animal likenesses In red
January will show a i clay comprise the stock of wares that
fifty per cent were under the age of
but Just what It can do to remedy the supplies for
fourteen years. In cities, these stati- the matters Is not clear. If there Is shrinkage of more than 20 per cent lis peddled at the railway stations by
With no painted brave and calicoed squaw.
stics, show almost invariably the any way througn wnicn congress from January a year ago.
percentage of bread winners is much could act there Is no doubt but that Dospect of any Increase In receipts, Great Interest attaches to some of the
greater among foreign born children the president would send another the market should strengthen, rather tribal customs of the Mojaves, and
Lambs not the least of these Is the cremaand among children whose parents ringing message on the sunject, out than not during February.
were of foreign birth, than among congress is powerless to Interfere In are selling today within the narrow tion of their dead. When old Pen-a- pea wa died, more than a year ago, his
the children of American parentage. such matters which good lawyers range of $7.25 to $7.60,
the say come clearly within the power of fed lambs from Monte Vista selling burial was much less Imposing, per
It has also been discovered that
percentage of bread winners among
Western Meat haps, but none the less Impressive
several states. It is anticipated at the latter price.
sa.zu rnauy. than would be that of a pale face
negro children is much higher than the
company
ewes
at
sola
degeneral
will
a
be
now that there
eminent among his .own kind
that for any class of white children nial of the right of admission to men wethers at $5.70, which was a reduc equally
a
had gained honor through
Taking up the subject of employ In uniform in places of amusement tlon of Tc In each case from sales of
ments among cotton mill operatives throughout the country.
the same stuff earlier In the weeK. a term of service in the Santa Fe
it is shown that children are found
suggested last Wethers sold at $5.60 today, light shops at Needles, where he finally
was
In the southern mills In the propor
unintelligible "Hoc-a-tocweek, the general principle of which vearllnKS at $6.65. medium to com came to be trusted with the manipu
lation of such tools as bolt cutter.
tion of three of every ten operative, undoubtedly will meet the approval mon ewes at $4.85.
The pallbearers diligently stackec
every
ordinary
ten
etc.
planer,
When
sickness
one
in
a,
and in the north,
mesquite' upon
until every
of a great many of the people, but
upon
lusty
now
brave,
fastened
this
concentration
to
the
This is not due
vestige of his swathes was lost to
practicability will not be so readits
years,
was
to
along
to
welt
sent
in
he
industry
but
south
in
the
of the
again raised
sight.
STOCK SALES
ily admitted.
For years there have
the hospital at Los Angeles; and his voice; a hush fell upon, the asthe greater tendency to employ chil been many who believed It would be
Ills,
to
succumbed
hts
when
he
the
dren.
sembly; he picked up a handful of
a oart ol wisaom to dispose ui mc
Its call for poor old dry grass, deftly struck steel against
Particular attention is called to the Philippines and rid this country of
Kansas City, Jan. 25. Representa-- tribe's sent forth
body, and the next day flint, and, In a few seconds, clouds of
harmfulness, from the point of view the Incubus and Its consequent our tlve sales of western' cattle here this
It was delivered to those who had smoke began to boll upward from the
of health and morals, to the employ
dens Imposed by the results of the week:
ment of children In the mines, those Spanish war. Representative Clark,
pyre. The Indians who had lugged
71 been his friends.
Palmer,
&
Ore.
Cox.
Jones
Promptly thereupon, without even
employed in this work numbering of Florida, has voiced this sentiment killers. 1262 lbs., $5.00;' 144 killers,
's
trunk lifted It high and
are In a bill he has introduced which diInquest,
to
delay
an
the
the
incident
54.105. the majority of whom
swung It on top of the pile. Some1279 lbs., $5.00; 25 killers, 1270 lbs.. body was prepared
for cremation. one else rushed up and deposited
children of foreign birth. This bulle rects the president to sell these is- $4.00; 20 suckers, 820 lbs., $4.25.
All the worldly possessions of the thereon an alurm clock perhaps the
tin. which will soon be within reach lands to Japan or any other power
H. F. Hltt, Idaho Falls, Ida. 3
toa
were gathered
of any who desire to study the ques that will pay what they originally stockers, 853 lbs., $4.75; 25 cows noted
same that had, from day to day,
gether and deposited In-- a dilapidated wakened
tlon. is a most valuable contribution cost an dthe subsequent expense en 1010 lbs., $3.60.
a
from his slumbers
trunk. His prayer sticks, his dis and reminded him of the bolt cutter
to a subject upon which drastic leg tailed in retaining them.
22 feed
Halley,
Ida.
Webber,
P.
clothing,
his
but
venerable
carded
lslatlon is being urged. It takes
a
as
gave
Spain,
government
the planer In the workshop.
This
1011 lbs., $4.60.
plug-h(with at andSimultaneously
everv industry and concludes with mere gratuity, the sum of $20,000.-00- 0 ers.H. Yant, Rocky Ford, Colo. 24 sadly buttered
the first
with
the subject of Illiteracy which natur
of the war. It would stockers, 617 lbs., $4.1,1; 30 calves, least one of which every good Indian crackling
blaze,
close
the
at
is e(iulpped), his charms, talismans shouted to his people, and, with cries
ally follows the withdrawal of chil require some very close calculating 417 lbs., $4.00.
beads everything which had been like wounded animals, or men In
dren from the schools and putting to reach any definite Idea as to what
western
Representative
sales
of
wage
earners.
's
was packed away In the mortal pain, they walled and groanl hem in the ranks of
the islands have cost the people of sheep and lambs here this week:
trunk..
tattered
Counting
the
since.
States
United
ed the old chant In horrible discord
the
Monday, January SI.
By six o'clock In the morning, after and monotony.
During the last two years the house cost of the army of pacification and
Slowly
round the
Co.
& L. K.
Meat
Standurd
made
vigils,
there had nsfembl bonfire they circled, throwing Into
committee on agriculture has
844 ewes, 107 lbs., $5.25 a night of
of occupation and the funds expend
Kan.
away
with
wlckyup
attempts
do
of the
to
ed about the little
several
ed In developing the Islands since, 256 wethers. 116 lbs., $5.75.
flames their garments, until they
a
family a great number o the
some of the bureaus of more or less and in innumerable other ways, the
stood, men and women alike, stripTuesday, Janunry 22.
long
wore
Importance from a scientific view grand total would run up into huntheir
he tribe. The braves
4 2 lambs
ped
to
waist. The sorrowing
W. K. Smith, Cook, Neb.
their backs, mourners the
point, but the friends of the Bclen dreds of millions of dollars. It Is 87 lbs., $7.60; 351 ewes.
lbs., hair streaming down
116
slushed off great locks of
drawing
comfort
now
feathers,
and
faces
of
stuck full
lists who are
doubtful, nubile men say. If there Is $5.30.
hulr and threw them to the
painted; shirts of varied their
able salaries' have been numerous a nation on earth that would find it
devouring fire a tribute to the Great
Hurt & A., Monte Vista, Colo. 876 gorgeously
not
"neat
but
trousers
hue,
enough to prevent their separation convenient, even if It desired these lambs,
and
's
Spirit. Iater they would burn
70 lbs.. $7.60.
from the public service. Last year Islands, to come anywhere near re
800 gaudy." In keeping with their habit,
wlckyup, and kill has horse,
& M.. Monte Vista, Colo.
Hurt
squaws,
free
were
bare.
to
The
the
abolish
feet
their
outthe effort
imbursing this country for its
lbs., $7.35.
und slay his dog. Not a thing of Pen- This lay on account of Its rcently acquired lambs. 65
not to be outdone by their husbands,
seed grweft, was unavailing.
should outlive him.
Hiitton, Monte Vista, Colo.
regirted
sour,
were
with
or
brothers
week the committee discovered that possessions in the orient, so enormous 236Jno.
lambs, 70 lbs., $7.40.
The elders among them went from
dis
congress had been appropriating is the grand total of what they have
color
and
plashes
of
remendous
one to anotner, laying nunu upon
C. M. Wlnchell. Monte Vista, Colo.
regard for uniformity. Their faces shoulder,
52,000 a year for the support of the cost. The indications would seem to
uttering a few words and
597 lambs. 70 lbs., $7.35.
oily
and
and
biological survey of the department point out but one result that the
were
their
tinted
also
encouraging the general gloom. The
WciliiCKlay, January 23.
solemn
But
for
the
were
bare.
feet
whose duties are defined In a high United States, through circumstances
a
was departing!
spirit of
Drake, Ft. Collins, Colo.
and the The greut
sounding paragraph issued by the nor of its own seeking, assumed this 378Senator
he who had
ewes. 103 lbs., $5.25; 74 lambs, ity of their expressions
they
In
which
undertone
agricultural deprtment, but that as burden and that no way can be found 83 lbs.,
mournful
counseled so wisely in their councils.
$7.50.
conversation,
repressed
on
a
carried
a matter of fact the services of the through which the burden can be
tales of
Colo. 223
Glldden, Ft. Collins.
he who could tell them
experts had been utilized and the thrown off. While many hope to see ewes,
an observer might have mistaken wonder, could lead their willing fan
Vo lbs., sj.ia.
holiday
party,
of
a
bridal
for
them
malor part of the money expended in the islands set adrift, such a policy
cies buck ulong the paths of history.
Thos. Beach. Ft. Collins, Colo. 440
an effort to chart the country for the Is not that of the administration, and ewes.
enthusiasts congregated to witness a or. forward Into the more miraculous
lbs.,
84
ib.uo.
frogs
j thg
's
fol
purpose of showing where
instead of
more AmerJcan capital that goes
Beecruft, Monte Vista, Colo. 587 bull fight,dejected
future to the time when thundering
and forlorn, ubout engine
lower's,
g
thrive best and where they can most Into the islands, the more remote lumbs, 64 lbs., $7.85.
train would
and
easily be propagated.
to experience
the sad privilege of be but toys compared to the ponder
will be the possibility of such a de
Colo.
Vista.
Monte
Nostrand.
Van
sprvey,
the termination being reached.
cremating their dead dignitary.
The director of this
8 lambs, 63 lbs., $7.35.
ous machines the pale face would de- committee found, had what one of
When the laggards had all come In, vise to do his will.
Colo. 300
Vista.
Monte
Millner.
frogs,
and
me
a huge, lltne aiojave urougm
them called, a "bug" on
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THE POLICY OF THIS STORE
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up' stock once
yearly and open season
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Fine Shoes

All Other Shoes at 10

Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shape that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and care--f
ully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.
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Wm. CHAPLIN

CHAPLIN

Not only means- - the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
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with new goods.

SHOE STORE

121 RAILROAD AVE.
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Irrigated Farm Lands
lit

$18.00 to $25.00 per acre

Pen-u-wa-

'

Pen-a-wa-

Pen-a-w-

Pen-a-w-

at

Pen-a-wa-

Pen-a-w-

SOUTHERN MLBIRTM. CANADA

t

Irrigated farm lands la Egypt, according; to reports of ttis United"
States Department of Commerce, are worth 1225 per acre. Irrigated
farm lands in the United States are worth from $100 to $2,000 per
acre.
Irrigated farm lands In Southern Alberta are worth Just as much
or more than lands in Egypt and the United States, but the Canadian
Pacific Railway Company is selling them at from $18 to $25 per acre
block.
for the purpose of Inducing settlement In their 3,000,000-acr- e
Irrigated farm lands sold by them three moaths ago at from $18
to $25 per acre are now being held by the purchasers at from $50 to
$75 per acre.
The difference between $18 and $2,000 Is worth while. If you are
Interested in doubling and trebling your money within a few months.
If you are, drop a card to the address below and receive detailed information, Including maps, literature, etc.. fully describing the opportunity of the age.

The Canadian Pacific Irrigation Colonization Co's., Ltd.
ROOM 31, CALQ MRY, ALBERTA, CANADA
Department, Irrigated Lmndm, Canadlam Pmeltlo HmUvrmy
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

Jrprr

m. a. MALL,
Iron and Brass OaatUgs; Ore, Coal and kamfeor Can; sTaaltlB,
Pulleys, Grade Ban, Basalt Metal; Calaaua aa4 lrm Frewt lea
Buildings.
maoatra it Mining and Mill agaaninmry m Bftealalty
aJkaqaeraaa, .
frandrj east aide ef railroad trask.
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HIDDEN DANGERS.

nlght-fleetln-

Nature Givet Timely Warnings That
No Albuquerque Citizen Can
Afford to Ignore.
Danger Hlgnal No. 1 comes from the
They will warn
kidney secretions.
you when the kidneys are sick. Weil
kidneys excrtte a clear, amber fluid.
Sick kidneys send out a thin, pale
nd foamy, or a thick, red.
urine, full of sediment and Irregular of
passage.
Danger Signal No. 2 comeg from
the back. Back pains, dull and heavy,
or sharp and acute, tell you of slcn
kldneyg and warn you of the coming
of dropsy, diabetes and Bright'g disease. Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick
kidneys and cure them permanently.
J. J. toung of Raton. N. M., passenger engineer between Las Vegas and
Raton, says: "I used Doan's Kidney
Pills and was greatly pleased with the
results I got from them. I had been
having backache and twinges of pain
In my back and also a slight urinary
trouble, and when I read about Doan's
Kidney Pills I got a box. They cured
me of the trouble, and I can speak
highly of them. I know of a great
many other railroad men who have
used your remedy with good results."
For sale by all dealers. Price CO
Co.. Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for tne United
Slates. Remember the name Doan's
and take no other. 3.
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BIO LOAD OF MILL WOOD
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Thos. F. Keleher
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February 1 Kins
Richard,
Third, by Jobn UrtlUh.
February E Sig Hopkins.
"Yes." replied tile sick num. "lliey
February 6 Messenger 3oy.
have agreed that the operatimi should
February y Crebton Clarke.
cost $000."
February 11 Julius
Caesar
Charles Hunford.
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ravens, 200; eagle, 100; geese, f0; hens and pigeons, 10
to 16; hunks, 30 to 40; cranes. 24; blackbird, 10 to 15;
peacock. 20; pelican. 40 to f.0; trush, 8 to 10; wren, 2 to
S; nightingale. IS; blackcap, 16, linnet, 14 to 23; carp,
70 to 150; pike, 30 to 40; salmon, Ifi; codfish, 14 to K,
eel. la. crocodile, lo; whale (estimated), l.ooo.
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KTUKKM.lt,
rrenldent.

t.

mociu:h;iit,

i Irafl epoun-In the councils of New York anil
I'ittxliut g!
Is it the effect of the New York idea oil
I'lttshuie. or is It I'lttsburg fh.it has contaminated New
York? Iiri'lslon a draw.

Uuslneps Manager.

AUGHTY GROWING

OF SOUTH

mnrvelous prosperIn contemplating this rnunti
ity, do not overlook thp onntriibutlon ot the south.
Though the south li only 15 per cent of the area of the
I'nlted Slate proper. It last year contributed more tha l
5 per rent of the country's exports.
It Is not very long
since the nouth was hardly considered at nil In measuring up the country's business. The Industrial, tlnuncla!
iind commercial Interests of (treat weight were all In the
east mid north and west. Cotton was king. Indeed, but
king Without a throne, and New Knglund took his
occpter from him by working him tip In northern factories.
The Injuries inflicted upon the south by the civil
ar were terrible, ami recovery was painfully slow.
JJut anyone who may.rcgard the south as still an Invalid
will see n great llpht In the actual figures of last year's
The commercial
production, manufacture and trade.
Krowth of the south In the last quarter century has been
little short of phenomenal. Capital Invested In factories
liua increased from $US7.oH).nii() In 1880 to 1 1, 600,000, Off I)
In 1906. The products of factories have Increased In the
.7ri0.000.onfl,
The
same time from $ 4."7.000.0"i) to
farm products have grown from $r,fin.(imi,000 to 1 1.750.
HOO.OOO.
Capital In cotton mills has leaped from
to $225,000.0(10.
The most stupendous Increase of all has been from
387,000 tons of pig Iron produced to 3.100,000 tons, and
The
from 179,000 barrels of petroleum to 42,495,000.
forty-fiv- e
cotton oil mills of 1S80 have grown to 7S0, ami
the $800,000 in such mills to S.H.fiOO.OoO. The east and
north and west are no longer the whole country commercially. These sections have generous prosperity, goodness knows, but they haven't got it all.

The woman suffragists argue that

oooooooooooo

President Roosevelt has committed himself fory
mally to I he moderate
bill agreed upon
by the house committee on merchant marine, Speaker
Cunnon has signified his approval of it, and. although
there will be strong opposition to It In both houses,
there is little doubt that the measure will become law,
thus embarking the country on a new- venture In state-aide- d
Industry.
It Is well to consider the significance of this novel
departure and the nature of the Influences which have
led to such an Important extension of the protective
principle at a time when there appears to be a widespread belief that the protection of industry by means
of tariff duties has reached the limit of lis usefulness.
The president has been moved by two considerations to support the subsidy bill, namely, the Importance for naval purposes of nn American merchant marine, and the desirability of extending our foreign commerce and carrying it in American bottoms, lie sees
no way to promote these quite proper aims of n progressive national policy but the appropriation of money
from the public treasury to help pay the expenses of
American built and owned steamship lines. Hut there
are other methods of gaining the same ends. Our foreign commerce would be greatly encouraged by the removal of obstructive tariffs, and there would be hundreds of American steamers engaged in the carrying
trade if only American citizens were permitted to buy
foreign-buivessels and fly the stars and stripes over
fhem. What objection to this alternative method Is
there, save only that It flies In the face, not of sound
economic theory and actual commercial
experience,
but of the standpat doctrine of protection to American Industry?
We forbid the Hying of an American flag over any
out nome-uul- lt
crart; we Impose heavy and almost
prohibitive tariffs upon the materials used in ship construction; we make it possible for the steel trust to
sell abroad at lower prices than at. home ami to exact
monopoly prices from home consumers;
we restrict
commerce by tariffs Intended to prevent foreigners
from selling to us; we refuse to admit to our markets
even the commodities our colonial subjects have to sell,
and then we propose to subsidize lines of communication to the colonies and to the countries against which
we have raised the almost Impassable barriers of the
Dlngley tariff! And Secretary Hoot tells us, with creditable frankness, that we do all this because the protective tariff makes It impossible to do otherwise!
That Is the nub of the whole matter. The same
Influences that have maintained the high tariff policy
are behind the
scheme; the same selfish
Interests are promoting it, and the saddest part of it Is
d
that patriotic and
men are convinced that
Its promotion is In the public Interest and will redound to national, glory. We are tangled up in (he
meshes of the protective policy, thev sav. and. Instead
of getting out. ive are going to tangle ourselves up still
more. And sd we Iind a, president who would limit
swollen foriiunfi committed to a project which. If it accomplishes anything, jwlll develop more swollen fortunes, ndvocutflng state aid lo steamship lines as a part
of ouv commejrrlul system, and using Its great Influence lo brills', about an artificial policy of government exploitation of foreign commerce, in order to
avert the dire necessity of revising the tariff in conformity with the natural laws of trade.
Why not state aid to our overburdened
railroad
systems, which have broken down under the stress of
our Internal commerce and have lil'OI ill I hniii.d..,a
unequal to the titanic task of supplying he wants of
our own people? Does not the logical development of
stae aid point to some such direeilon uu 1...
ington Herald.
ship-subsid-

-

SALARIES

There are many millions of people In these United
States who see no Justification In the repent 50 per cent
raise In the wages of representatives and senators. They
believe that a man who cunnot live on 15.000 a year, and
with his time only about half employed, had been iutt
living; altogether.
The salary raise was n pure and simple salary grab.
e
Such is the general opinion, and the Duluth
does but give it voice when It says that Senator
elson, of Minnesota, opposed the Increase of
salaries from $5,000 to $7,500, because he had
statistics showing that American congressmen were
already the best paid legislators in the v.orld, and he held
that the honor should be sutllcient compensation when
added to what was enough for a modest living-Mr- .
Nelson has lived in Washington for twenty-tw- o
years as a member of the house and senate. He maintains a modest but comfortable home in a convenient
iind pleasant part of the city, but not In the fashionable
fiectlon.
He Illustrates In himself the ability of a
to live in Washington on less than $5,000 a
year by devoting himself assiduously to his official duties
and eschewing the allurements of social life.
He also has proved that even a senator's influence
does not depend upon his social prominence, the extravagance of his domestic establishment and the glamor
of his entertainments.
Generous hospitality Is one of Mr. Nelson's characteristics. Few men In Washington public life entertain
more of their home folk, but it Is done without ostentation and with a homely cordiality that marks It as from
the heart and not from policy.

lt

News-Tribun-

col-lect-

ship-subsi-

high-minde-

TO THE LEGISLATURE
ssires to especially call tho uttentio

legislature to tha article in yester
paper, by Mr. (). E. Cromwell, on the
.
icr rain has added emphasis to the
hat there has in the last three years
ge In the rainfall of New Mexico
id
In the humiuny of the climate. The rains have been
more copious, more frequent, more protracted In dura
tlon and accompanied by a larger number of cloudy dayn
Millie the Increased humidity of the air is abundantlv
testified to by the phenomenal number of frosts In win
ter and dews during flic- other seasons of the year.
Would it not be a good thing for the legislature to
etllion congress for the appointment of a committee
of experts to examine Into the facts in the case? Such
a committee could collate and compare all the data for
a number of years and could speak with authority on
the question whether the seu has or bus not affected
the climate, and whether the sea could so affect It In
tha future. As to the result of a body of water of
Much depth and extent and having ocean connection, o)
the commerce of the country and the building up o
great cities in that section, lie history of the world
leaves no doubt. It is the climatic conditions which
need scientific determination, and to that the general
government Is best qualified, to attend.
wnai ih none, should he done quickly, for It may
be that In a few months the river inav have been turner
back Into its old bed.
ec
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for

days, weeks and months the morning democrat
organ of this city has not ceased to tell the world "and

the rest of mankind." as far as It could reach them, tha
the Hubbells are dead duc ks, gone goslings, defunct poll
ticlans, that they have been laid in the shade, hav
been eliminated not only from offic e, but even from poll
tics; and that the organ had done this work of matchless
might and priceless benefit with Its own little hatchet
AevertheleHs. the organ is again In the terrible throes
fta Hubbcll-phohi- a
nightmare. To believe the organ Is to
believe that these thrice dead Hulibells. that th
gan
plucked up by 11- 1- roots and cast into unquenchable tin
to be burned, arc- now spreading themselves like tin
green bay tree and even the legislature is basking in
their shade. if the organ hasn't killed the Hubbells
iy cioesn l II ask the legislature for an open season for
the next twelve or fifteen years; regriud its Utile hatchet
Miareii up its jackkiufi-- and let its.. If ,, ,, ls heart's
content ?
c

-

.

there are f.nn axeiiii.-- ,,f human activity which,
with their subdivisions, furnish ;ill tin- prosperity of the
race. They ate agriculture, mining, manufacture and
-

commerce. Agriculture and mining produce the raw
material, manufacturing
it for use, and com
merce distributes the raw material and the manufactured articles to those who use ih.ni
It
Is
one or mole of these .minus that any country,
nectlon or city can be made prosperous. Albuquerque
Is fortunate in that all four or these departments of
wealth production can be made tributary In her growth
and prosperity. Whether these avenues of activity shall
be made subservient to our city's progress, must depend
on the people of the city themselves.
The i;l i'aso Met aid. In an editorial on the n. d of
a duily through train from that ciiy to Silver City, says
that "as the trains i uu now. It is ac tually easier to get
from Silver City to Albuquerque than to i:i I'aso." Well,
Albuquerque sees nothing wrong about that, especially
tm Kl I'aso for so many years enjoyed the pecuniary
privilege of getting Heights ,n ., much less tale lilac
Albuquerque could
Tlie Washington
learn who was
lion before it
there is where
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OUR UNCLE SAMUEL IS NOW
g
WORLD'S WEALTHIEST NATION
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ins was luueeil Itle hell n:.ler ,., ..a.
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FURNITURE

Phelps-Dodg-

LORDSBURG

People Offer New

e

Owners of Eighty Five
Mine Bonus.
K. M.

Junes, the mining engineer,

returned this morning from Grant

county, where he lias spent the past
month inspecting mines and doing
expert work for companies owning
property in the southwestern Part of
the territory.
At Uranlte
(Jap, in the southern
end of tho PelontiHo range, Mr. Jones
made some surveys for prospective
Investors. H0 found lots of lead in
the gap, and the district promises
to be one of the big lead producing
districts of the country.
The lead is
of the
kind, which la
much sought after by the smellers.
Hie United Stales & Mexico De
velopment company Is sinking a newshaft to be 40u feet deep in Granite
Gap, to exploit the ore bodies at a
greater depth than has heretofore
been reached.
This company has In
stalled a new twenty horsepower gas
olene hoisting engine, and Is making
other extensive Improvements and
preparing to work their property on
a large scale.
In the north end of the I'elonclllo
range Is located the old Volcano
mine. This Is one of the oldest mines
In
the district and has I onir been
well known for Its silver productions.
It tvas shut down about seven years
ago for reasons known only to tin
owners themselves.
The mine was
recently exploited and as a result has
been sold for $15,000, tho purchasers
being eastern people with money.
The new owners propose to put the
property under extensive operation
immediately.
The Boss and the Queen properties,
which Join tho Volcano on the north,
were taken under bond by Mr. Jones
himself, the consideration being $18,-00Mr. Jones has associates In th-deal, who propose to exploit these
properties extensively and determine
thtir-re- al
worth. The lloss and tho
yueen, as far as mines Mo carry high
grade silver and gold ores, and wout.7
make nn excellent cyanide proposition. There is 100,000 tons of this
ore In sight now, and yet the workings are anything but extensive.
At Lordsburg Mr. Jones made some
exhaustive surveys to establish tho
eastern boundaries of the town, which
had been In, dispute.
The Klghty-nv- e
mine, located three
miles soulh of Lordsburg, was recently sold to Denver parties, who now. It
Is understood, the Phelps-Dodg- e
.company have offered a large bonus for
their trade. The Eighty-fiv- e
mine Is
Ua U1EHIIUL
flllP I if- tVlO
- - n 1 lirinartlaa
,llnili .'
wPv i .vp Ji4f
ui IIIC
.1
It in n doon
..n.iuii
Mill!
v.vt.f tnlitlno
t""riiuil,
"'8
the sale of it to people with capital
nas given the people more conrlderut
in the diHtrict and caused renewed
activity.
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WILLIAM MclNTOSH. Preildeot

SOLOMON LUNA,

L tr

in Albuquerque
See Ours

MclNTOSH
NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF

3. D. Eakln, President
G. Glomi, Vice President

Successor to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WNOirMLf DKALKR9 IH

The "ladies' smoker" of the Klks
at the lodge room In the
opera house this evening.
All vi
King Uks, witli their. wives, cordially
invited to be present this evening.

in tloek to outfit tho
most fastidious bar eomploto
xcluslv agents In th 8outhwctt for
.be.e.? PPlnte
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp

o

tills afternoon and made all final arrangements for the big blow-ou- t
at
the Klks' theater tomorrow iThurs-clay- )
night.

.

.

Railroad Av:

5

A. D. Johnson 1

Humphrey

OVALS
HEAT with the
Whole of it.

9

COOK with

Half of it.
GENERAL

Simple,
Cheap,
Economical.

CONTRACTOR

NCAK GOLD AND tCVENTH
AUTO. PMONK NO, 30B

The Albuquerque

in ti.s.

'I'll home of Mrs. Artie Calloway.
ireat llrilain.
51
North Second street, was the
The costliest
. si,,i, iH
imcin in the seene of a olli.-- wcildllilf at li o'c loel:
rid is the Hiilish navv, upon which $ l.riiiii.iuu). am) last evening, by which Miss ISerth.i
May Maker, u ho came here rec eut'v
nas
expended within the laM ten years.
Vet
.
three individual Americana is... L..r..ii.... Carnegie and from the east for her health.
Mrs. Louis M.irsh.
Mr. Marsh Is ac.
ld
have paid the whole I 'ill and have pocket employ.of li,.. Santii Fe roud
money lefl.
Itev. A. M Muiulaluri, of the ImWhen it .nines lo individual wealth Wc hive do
maculate ' I Viiceptiou i hureli.
vino are worth more than all the kings
ui".
the simple ring service. Mr.
nn liners ot th,. world, taken collectively or severally. J. A. Caiiiion und Miss Thlrsa
Ii
zar is
.
u
supported the bride and
to hin
i.... ii.iv'ii.in loan
groom. 'Ihe bride carried u beauti
I.,.,
tllV otli,.r liill " ,11,11,
" 1.1.
c is so
'"s .inivaie. I
while
mixed with government revenues that it is impossible nil uouciiet of bite
bouiiuet of the hridftmutd was id
10 separate
mem. ir distinction could be made, John the
ed
c irc le
A
,
earuutions.
small
l. Ho. k. f. ller undoubtedly could make cm pa risen frlenils were present. After the i ere-r,iWilli Nicholas, and show ihe liim...i
niony tho company partook of a wed
' ki"K "f 'h1 Helgiaus,
is the richest lnoo. ding supper served on the
'''"'
second
1r.l1 in Kurope after the czar. Althouirli his l,.o.a Moor of Ho. Callou-Hhome.
.
from the slate is but J Tilu nun i
11or
.
a,e so large, and tne income from ousioesn
ongo
MORTUARY
so
great.
)
It Is estimated
riee siaie
' gathers
a,(hl0.- """.HIM annually.
Senator la. k
hi iucomi Ihat Is
o ast three times as great.
Mrs. .loseilt i Salazar de Man.ler- Alfonso Mil lias 1 1.4oo,ooo ., veur to urov I.I.. n...
lleld, widow oi the founder of the
,
.
...
!' ll.lt should NUII'ollllil I Li,,,.- I.,,.
'mi- -...i
Santa Fe New Mexican, died at Sanhi.
" joiiii j.
lor could easily outstrip this youthful monarchicon
if Fe yesterday in the 65th year of her
he felt ilisiiosed.
..
The lti.lv.... w...u.-..1
annual ige. Mie wan in her early days on
uowancc. on y Mi ..ii HDD uo ii,. ..in small
William IC of the belles ,.f ihe fa td till fitv im.l
aieicinni ot August llelmont ,a more money at his em.iined to the time of her death
f im most prominent social lead-iJispo.sal ihau i ;. i inaiiv 'h einneror.
Some i In,-,- ,
weeks ago Mis.
I'o a.v litat th.- total valuation
"f the we.iitli of Maiid- -i field contracted
a severe
the I'lliled Slates is Hi 7 .UIMJ 0 0 11.0 II I) is not uiid, tst.ind- which tin, illy Killed Into la grippe,
i
ui.ie. as a hum led I,, In..,, ,t.at,..
uch a pile ,f from which she died.
Her funeral
nn
that th miiiil simply cannot grasp lis leaning
ill t ike place from the family lesi- II
Ihe instan I.
l. iice on c'olleK.. street, opposite St.
ir. bi.bly the
w.,y ,,f illustraliug the actual Michael's college, tiie time to he here
... pi.ur
.. . .
Jiti llt of liu le Sam's in Ii. i u o.
after announced. Mrs. Manderfiel.l was
.1.. ...
"
imuc II in could
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. San
convert all I, is assets i.,to money he would have nearly
four times as much as Is required to pay oft the entire tiago Salazar, prominent residents of
Fe, In wi.iih city she was born.
national debt of all the governments in Ihe world, in- Santa
She is survived by four daughters and
cluding ills own. Last year there was more than 125- - ne son. all of m
hoin me wi ll know n
I:
Viui.tiiiu in
of expenditures. Newton llepubllean, throughout the- - southwest.
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II. K. Fillmore has been engaged to
decorate the stage of the Klks' opera
house for tomorrow night's "boosters" " muss meeting. It Is also understood that several ludies have already arranged Tor box parties.
O
Manager .Maison states a good run
on tickets for "Itlehard Hie Third,"
which big play will be at the opera
house on Kri.lay night, Feb. 1. Th
sales opened this morning, and for a
couple of hours Mr. Matson and
clerks were kept very busy.

was

1

,

Mrs. MaiTaret Medler ami
Miss
Mary Spaulduig will hold the third of
a series of parties ut tiie former's
home. .No. iu
West Tljeras uvenue,
Saturday allernoon, at 1
o'clock

it

Jim.

and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries;
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter,Yellowrtont,
rch, and other standard brands of whiskies to numerous toT.J. Mon.
mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the trIg;ht article a received by us from th
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat
Call aid lnsii!
Stock nd Price, or write for Illustrated Catalogue
Sd pAeT wiu

E. M AH ARAM
316 W

i.'.a

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt kaap evaiyfblng

Boy's fine overcoats. ... $ 2.75
$23 Men's overcoats
$14.50
$20 Men's suits, good as
made
$12.50
$14 business suits for
$ 8.75
Klegant Ladies fur for
$ 4.75
$6

will be held

Cnu. Mellnl, fecrvUry

O. Bachechl, Treaamrer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

All Goods Are New And
Stylish.
frlcttCut for It tot TMm Month

CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL MEETINGS

i:Mi-itKi:-

Manager

TO WIE S

Ml

0.

i

Tremrer toi

T. C. NEAD,

For the
Best Line of

j

Curds.

jgf!l

''''"''''''''''''''''''"''''''''WWBIWi

-

s,

-
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30.

and Queen
Properties Find New
Owners.

boosters' club committee held
6 a The
meeting ul the Commercial club

i'ncle Sam is becoming so rich that people will
hate him. "The I'nited States Is the wealthiest nation
In the world," said a close friend of President
loose-vet'who had just gone over a remarkable official
report which is soon to be made public. He added"In a brief span of young life this nation has broken
all records relating lo the accumulation of riches. We
are beginning to think in billions Instead of millions
lake it any way you like, our inlluence outslrlns anv
iiniig ever Know n hefore. i ur country has more n. tn,.)
money, more gold, it larger volume of exports,
naiiKing facilities, richer farms, more productive mines
more railroads, more internal commerce mom ...mi,.,
o
anes. more
tradesmen, more indenendent
launers. more highly paid laborers, and a greater dis
u minion r luxuries thun any other has enjoyed since
nine iiegan.
To prove all this some facts are glean
en ai lauuoni ironi the reports fathered by the statis
tical department of the
lie day lat October Curie Sain had gathered into
his money storehouse
in
Washington the greatest
amount or Kold ever collected In one place in the history of the world-go- ld
representing
$x7 ,Mi3,t!9

JANVAHV

Boss

xxxxckxxxxxxxxxkxxxxxxxoocoo
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Volcano.

SHIP-SUBSID- Y

$21,-000.0-

'

IN GRANITE

and

8 A POINTED ARTICLE AGAINST
8
$
PROPOSED
BILL

WBD.N'ESDAV,

T

wives should have equal rights. Yet none of them have
so far stopped lo name the rights wives are willing to
NEW ACTIVITY AT
surrender in the interests of such eciallty.

1

CONGRESSIONAL

husbands

EVENING CITIZEH.

EAT MORE

circulation

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.

t

Corner Fourth end
Gold Avenue

Phone Red 08

lurk--cou-

-

--

ill

i.i

t.

c

der

t

I

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY RY
THE...

WHITSON MUSIC

in

ni;i:

iti

(Established 1882.)
Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock.
rnCpUn.1'"8 m"hin 0 Grand Pia"-- Sd

South'second

116

rtHT

OUTM

house,

with bath.

North

boils

uiih bath,

North

uitli street.
1'irst street,

hulls.-o-rooi-

irii.ol

w

av.

limisi

Too

1

1,

Noi ih Thi

partly

.1

601

J..VI1:

oV'ounTw

i

Albunuemo.

Hi-an-

STOCK FOODS, TRU.TS AND
VEC.
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED
North First Street.
Both Phones.

O

st i t. t.

O

O

O

o o o

The St. Elmo

furnished.

lllo. k

JOSEPH

'lo CTSSIKV.

HEXT tne or two rooms, for
sleeping or light housekeeping.
214 .Souih W alter.

l"i lt

m.,

i

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND

r. r.

Itoom

ja-;..-

F. PALMER

J--

SSTRWMT.

ioit i:i nt.

s.

,tret.

CO.

i

PIONEER BAKERY,

...ir.

I..--

Conceded today lo be the best in the world

of Ihe most nutiifious
of foods -good, wholesome bread
less of
Ihe
and note your gain
in health. I into in money saving, because bread is cheaper than meuts
and
Just as gratifving
to the appetite. To get the best bread
and other flmir products, always or
--

Years the Standard of Piano Construction')

(Eighty-fiv- e

--!'

m

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue
fci

m

o i: io
i

(

io

O

O

o

O

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

owomom

AMWUS AMD
CLUB ROOMS

i

M.INKMV, JAMiAItV

30.
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And you bet we'll get It too,
Very likely
'For we-1- 1 boost as only Albuquerque
for some
can.
'
Tramp,
(The tune Is "Tramp,
Small matters are thee. npparent-ly- ,
Tramp, the Hoys are Marching.")
but still the tity fathers have to
with them. Of course they
TO BE POUNDM ASTER? wrestle
want to conserve everybody's. InterCLEL-LAN- OR
SHOWELL AND KEMMERER
ests lind fix rules of action that will
work out evenly and smoothly but
I
n the
often the smallest
SECURE MOON STUDIO
Amended Ordinance Offers most difficult to solve.
There Is rumor that when the city
some
Substantial Inducement But council
meets Monday night
changes will be suggested In the matKHI, l' MIKIX GOI'.S TO ;i: M
Prescribes Chloroform.
ter of making the fee for killing the
NYON TO TAKK Sl'llMO
dogs $1 Instead of 50 cents, .as It Is
AT Kli TOVAlt.
the nlni of the ordinance to get rid
than Choice of Mayor and Council Arrangements Completed Fori Hereafter the M oon photographic
TO USUEK DOCS OVER STYX of superfluous canines rather some
fur purposes of revenue.. Also
I
studio on Railroad avenue will be
.
d,-j- v
r,..
method will be suggested to get rid
run by Showell and Kemmerer. Karl
wiyiiia
Lies Deiweeii unc ui
luiiiuuuw
j
iciuue
chloroform
dogs
the
than
of
other
K. Moon, nccordlng to report, will deNew Pound Location Has Draw- route. A hypodermic syringe ana a
j
Meeting
and
Men.
Mass
Two
part for the Grand Canyon within a
drop of strychnine Is more
backs Withal-Ha- rd
fortnight, where he will be In charge
remise
It is said, than chloroform.
of the art department of Hotel El
on Cows.
the animal can't shake out the poison
out Tovar, where he will have a studio.
Kindled by the prospective vacancy j Are you a Booster? If not
under his skin.
Mr. Showell, who will he In perOne authority believes .i small cali- In the office of police magistrate cre of town. That's what you'll n.ne to sonal charge of the business. Is a
pooil
a
you
knocker,
shot
eeryMonday
do If
are a
Wauled: A dog catcher.
ated by the retirement on
ber title In the hands of 1
photographer with eighteen years exApply to nny of the rlty authoriIs the most effective method of nil.
next of Judge A. J. Crawford, the po- one who Is not a boos'er will Id. cjh- - perience In eastern galleries. Mr.
bond
ties, (tlve a Rood and sufflclent
litical pot Is again simmering. Per- sidered a knocker, so got lr I, no ,in J Kemmerer is a bookkeeper at Ihe
be
Vmi will
uml the Job's yours.
hlp along tli good work.
First National bank.
haps by Monday it will be boiling.
pounilmaster, too.
TWENTY-THIR- D
BATTERY
to no In- caters
club
Is cast the eyes
Boosters'
This
cauldron
the
Into
fifty
In
money
At
it.
least
There's
have at
ON AN I) AFTF.lt .1AX. 2STII OIK
of bats and owl wings, and other dividual Interest, and will
log licenses have been paid since the
please. heart only the welfare of the elty of I'HONK M MIIKH WIMi UK NO. IB.
things,
political
things;
PHILIPPINES
measure amending the previous dog
GOES TO
SOFT1I MUST
Stirred by the activity of the two Albuquerque and territory of New K. W. I FF, H02-S.ordinance passed the city council.
"possibilities," Ueorgo It. Craig and Mexico, and every deserving Indus- - STKF.F.T.
The dog catcher gets "i0 per cent ol
business will
W. W. McClellan and the friends of try, every deserving
this us well as half the dog license)
Albuquerque was visited for an both, the cauldron gives off an odor have the support of the ll.iosters'
that are puM during the time he Is hour
this morning by the Twenty- of uncertainty.
KfTort is, of course, club. On the other hand the l.ord
in office.
third battery. I'nlted States army. directed nt Mayor McKee, who has help the fellow who is running a tike
The present Incumbent of the office Its
men and otttcer. with Major the appointive prerogative, and the proposition, because the club will get
has not been active since the new Gill 120
In command, arrived from the council, which has power to confirm after him so quickly and so hard that
dog law was passed, either. The li
nt !t o'clock on a special train, or veto tho appointment.
So nn In he and his fake will have b depart
censes have been paid voluntarily by east left
an hour later on a special for teresting situation is developed. The for pastures new in double quick
persons who wanted to save their and
Francisco. where It embarks aroma of uncertainty even permeates time. What has hurt the territory In
canines from the Ignominy of the San
1.
the past has been the fakir u itli his
within a few days after arrival for the city building.
pound.
where It will relieve
Gradually the cauldron's fumes rise swindling schemes.
Other emoluments that attach to the Philippines,
battery, Fulled higher as the days go by, taking on
Twenty-eight- h
The day has come when New Mexthe ofllce ure SI for notifying the the
America's Leading
stationed at Manila. fantastic shapes, the Indistinct out- ico must come to the front, her natowner that his dog Is In the pouim States army,
to
the
being
ordered
to
spell
Previous
resources
It
ural
dearly
compel
and
which
demand
Tragedian,
lines of letters
and 50 cents each for sending tin Philippines
was stathe Twenty-thir- d
and It will be the object of this club
name.
claimed dogs over the great divide.
tioned nt Fort Kthnn Allen, In Ver
help
us
to
force
issue
tho
and
take
Rumors.
How to Chloroform Thcin.
mont. Mat. A. Padlock, traveling
the stand to which we are entitled.
More rumors.
The dog ordinance amendment pro- passenger agent for the Santa Fe at
The city of Albuquerque by location
or Craig?
McClellan
shall San Francisco, met the train here and
vides that the dog catcher
the choice of the and otherwise, Is the metropolis city
where
That's
dog
hustle the "strays" Into the
accompanied It to the.coast.
mayor and the city council lies; be- of the southwest, mid as such she
with chloroform. Otherwise the
must take the lead and everyone must
tween these two.
and a.superior comChloroform
execution Is not official.
Judge Crawford's term of otlice ex- consider himself a committee of one
BO
pound
when
MARKETS
a
cents
TELEGRAPHIC
costs about
will dis to bring about this and a population
Monday
Monday.
he
pires
pany in a majestic
purchased In quantity. A pound will
pense Justice from the desk lor me of FIFTY T110l'S.NI IV IHIU. We
dogs to sleep
put relatively thirty-fiv- e
revival of Shakcan do It if we only will, so put your
last time during his present olTlcial
so sound they will never again see
ento the wheel and don't de- shoulder
re
were
lime
following
his
quotations
devote
will
The
term.
He
espeare's immortal
the light of day, that Is, If you use ceived by F. Graf & Co., brokers, tirely to his brokerage business.
pend upon the other fellow.
your chloroform Judiciously.
tragedy
was
Craig,
elected
own
a booster.
from
private
wires
who
over
were
George
When
It.
askeil
if
their
he
The following method of adminisYork, room 37, Harnett Build' justice of the peace In precinct 26 P.. W. Hadden said: "You bet, my
tering the "dope" Is recommended as New
ing:
would be picked as the favorite in mother was a booste, and being the
being efficacious:
the betting on the final result, Craig's first event In the Hadden family she
First catch the dog.' Secure an orW. W. McClellan. boosted me so I have never got over
friends declare.
New York stocks.
dinary paper bag. preferably one that
$9.33 the successful candidate in precinct it."
contained sugar so the dog's dream May cotton Sugar
Now this applies to us all so again
129
13, the city building precinct, has
will be sweet, and a piece of cotton American
Amalgamated Copper
friends who are interceding in his Be a Booster."
Ill
oran ordinary pocket handkerchief.
142
Memorise the following chorus. The
Smelters
behalf.
The paper bag must be large enough American com
l'.qiilpiiicnt
100
by Booster Now Fire Proof Seville
"Thirteen Is an unlucky number." song, specially written
to go over the animal's head. Next, Atchison
.Novel l.lociricul KITcrU, Well
41
Foundry
observed a friend of Craig s this Hadden. will be sung by Booster
saturate the piece of cotton or hand- American Car
uml Correct Costuming.
Maynard at the opera house tomorOhio
115H morning.
kerchief with chloroform, drop It In Baltimore ami
anil F.very
"2
Is twice thirteen, and row night and you'll have tn join In Startling Hattlo Tableau
"Twenty-si- x
.. the paper bag. with which you must Anaconda
Advantage).
72 Ti therefore It's twice as bud," replied the chorus:
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
muzzle the animal, if he will let you. Canadian
75c, 91.00 and $1.50
Boost, boost, boost, the boys are Pil.-ISOVi one of McClellan's supporters.
Pacific
The bag will positively shut on all Colorado Fuel
47 V4
boosting.
Mayor McKee knows who he will
fresh air that Is, if the dog will let Chicago
Sale of seats begins Wednesday,
15H name, of course, but he thinks the Boosting all along the line.
Croat Western
it stay on and the chloroform will do
town,
183
we
bigger
at
Slalson' i book store.
a
want's
What
yet.
Chicago
Western
ripe
North
Is
news
not
the rest, provided the animal don't
34
Why knows Crawford's successor?
i . . . . . .
conclude he wants to shake or pavJ Krie com
134&
Guess.
It off.
A piece of stout string around Louisville and Nashville
88', 4
Pacific
bis neck might assist in keeping the Missouri Central
22 U
Mexican
bag on the dog's head.
6ft
National Lead
ARTHUR GAVANAUGH IN
The .New City I'otiml.
126
Y. C
wially N.
Albuuuernue folk are' not
5'i
ouud Norfolk Pacific
solicitous about having r
154 U
MASK AND CORK
as Northern and Western
"stuck right under t
43',i
o Ontario
one ladv declared '
130
Pennsylvania
the amended or'
That our stock of Groceries, Meats and
120 7a
Reading com
Already the base ball bee Is buz, a pound while'
25
is always complete and our prices are right
Provisions
Island com
fk
ko
Cavanaugh,
who
zing.
Arthur
side the ti
91 Vi
Pacific
m
Iuke,Clt-managed
successfully
the
to reach
146Vi
STOP AND TAKE A LOOK
'
team last year, will be at the helm
lion v'
25
Railway
.rn
says
that
summer.
or telephone your order to the
again
Arthur
this
HOP"
169
on Pacific com
he can't afford to lose the time, but
43
f
. S. S. com
the fans say that Arthur will lose his
CHAMPION GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET
104
.
pfd
S.
popularity if he doesn't. He won t
.d Santa
Copper
Fe
yell.
fans
The
to
.ship (Ireen
even
allowed
be
-- 9ai
Con
of the
won't stand for any laying down
21
BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL
LIVE AND DRESSED POULTRY
the man Shannon
and the business men won't stand for
180
Calumet and Arizona
parts of city. Clvc ns a
to
prompt
any
delivery
quitting.
all
Orders
and
solicited
64
Albuquerque had the best team in
.e. John jloiieN Old Dominion
Our new Telephone Number Is M.
trial ortlci
109
North
Butte
.he jumping habit
the territory last year, and all the
35
..ones. Jr., leaves the Butte Coal
iilavers finished with money to the
M
Range
Copper
.latched and the Jones Niplssing
eood and the team with no debts, and
11
(.
The poundmaster will
who did It? Mr. Cavanaugh.
Total Sales 1,333.200.
jre. There's money in it for
Who made a $63 a month subsciip
2 Ti2'4 percent.
Money
.id he proceeds to lock her up
tion pav a $300 a month team, and
nive the fans the kind of base ball
,.ie pound a mile off.
Kansas city lave Klot'k.
Mr. Jones gets worried about his
that wins'.' Mr. Cavanaugh.
re
30.
Cattle
City,
Jan.
Kansas
cow and proceeds to look her up. She ceipts, S.000, Including 300 soul Herns.
"But who lost?" stiys Mr. Cavan
Is a good cow ami you have to milk
augh. "1 did. and so did my broker
strong.
.Native
to
steady
Market
a good cow regularly to keep her steers J4.0II H e.tiu: souinern sieers age firm. And I have decided that It
not afford," con
good. The first place he goes Is to $3.70
Southern cows t2.25lr Is a snort that I cunman.
the old pound behind the city jail.
tinned the minstrel
$2.25i?i
cows
heifers
and
native
3.75.
No pound there; no "bossy."
"I will help the team get a start
IN
I3.00W
00; Blockers and feeders
Why, of course: he remembers, the 4. SO:
I'll see it organized and on Its feet
calves
4.25:
iJ.onw
2.75h
bulls
He hadn't
pound has been moved.
fed steers $3.75 'it r.. , 5 ; and then it's me for the bushes. I lost
10:
thought of thai. Where Is it? Oh, westernwestern
money last year by giving attention
New and Second Hand
Furniture Repaired,
cow $ 2.50 n 4.. j.
fed
away,
,u
yes, ubout a mile and
half
to base ball that should have been
made
outside the city limits. What
given to mv business. I had the ex
Chicago Livestock.
AV
the city want to move that pound,
30.
Cattle receipts perience last year and the fun.
Chicago.
Jan.
distance.
the
pay.
anyway? He hikes
We
know
that
team
made
the
best
strong
and
for
2,000.
market
Made Over, UpholsterHousehold Goods,
"Bossy's" there, all light He. seen others steady.
$4.00 U 0.90; Albuquerque can afford and will sup
Beeves
s
good
dem
port
team.
her brlndle face through the cracks cows
been
That
a
stock-er- s
5.15;
$1.501
heifers
and
ing and Picture Framing.
Stoves, Ranges,
Now someone else will
and her bag Is swollen neurly to the
and feeders $2.50i4.70; Texans onstrated.
bursting point. She is "mooing'' for $3.0fik
have to shoulder the work. We'll see
All Work Guaranteed.
Chinaware, Crockery.
4.fu; calves $6.00 (!i 8.00.
her bran.
22.000.
Market them off, and then sklddoo."
receipts
Hlieep
poundmaster?
the
Where's
But
Mr. Cavanaugh, as was noted
lambs
Sheep $3.60y3.75:
steady.
Its early in the niornlDg and there's $4.75ff7.70.
above, Is a minstrel man. There
nothing In the ordinance requiring the
going to be a home talent minstrel
poundmaster to stay at the city corAttorney
show down at Socorro.
N. M.
ral of nights so that worthy indiviATTORNEY WANTS JUDGE
iliillilii will be the interlocutor um
dual goes home.
Mr. Cavanaugh Is to be one of the
Has he a telephone? "Mossy" needs
end men. The show couldn't come
milking anil its about time to get
HIMSELF
TO OVERRULE
off without Mr. Cavanaugh, Is the nodown to business. He don't suppose
Then
tion of the people of Socorro.
the poundmaster has. a phone but
Santa Fe Is going to have a minstrel
Where to Dine Well
then there's none In the pound and KtlMKIlll
put
by
on
the Klks of that
'ASF. show to be
HANKKl PTCY
not a house with a telephone within
one
Cavanaugh
be
is to
Mr.
place.
I FA-T- l
PF.CVI.IAlt
OF.YF.I.OPS
a good stiff walk.
of the star performers. The Klks at
III'. IN IHSTIMCT C1 III'.
He gets disgusted and "hikes" back
they
could not
Santa Fe think that
to town with Bossy bawling lo be
Open Day and Night.
give a show without "Cavey." That's
i licking for
milked. Johnny get
And when that
him.
they
call
what
opporgiven
un
was
Judge
Abbott
leaving the g;ite unlatched and Mr.
Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
show comes off there will he a
Jones goes down town to business, tunity to overrule himself in the Berfew jok s passed on the legislature.
aftcourt
this
county
Dining
Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
district
nalillo
hoping to encounter the puiindin'tster
ernoon, in the Koniero bankruptcy
on the street.
Point Oysters Received Daily.
Blue
and
Along about u in the afternoon he case. A J. Mitchell sues as trustee
IN BURNING
FOUR
set
to
aside
of
creditors
I
number
arrangements
a
for
to
flndK him and makes
It
have "Bossy" let uit of the animal a transfer llomero made to B. llfeld,
jail. That night "Bossy" wont let a preferred creditor.
MINE MAY BE ALIVE
Attorney JuHu
This afternoon
down her milk and Its several days
AtB.
and
llfeld
appeared
for
gets
condition
Staub
in
back
she
before
Ksca-pol- a
torney Itaynolds represented
again, during which time the Jon
A dispatch from Katon, dated Jan-u.u- y
llomero, the bankrupt, and a
patronize the dairy. Mr. Jones vow
i'S, says:
techniargument
over
certain
aggravate
warm
enough
to
a
saint.
it's
Mine No. 4, at Willow, a small coal
Troubles.
calities in the pleadings ensued.
The Ifcis
camp eighteen miles from Katon, is
The diril ofllce of dog catcher and
The court ruled in the same case on lire.
Four men are reported
poundmaster is not all roses. Indeed several months ago that whore lh caught
In tin? mine
the pit boss,
not. Not Infrequently the animal po
plaintiff neglects to bring his action head lire boss and
two miners.
liceman falls into a bed of thorns and within a year against a bankrupt he
mine Is owned and operated by
the fact that the dog Jail will have to is not precluded from suing. The an- tlieThe
St. Louis, Hocky Mountain & Pa-- i
be outside the city limits, as pro swer of the plaintiff te the defenditic I: iih oa.1 company, and is six
vided bv ordinance amendment, will ant's demurrer raised the same ques miles
from the mulu line of that road
not tend to make the Job an easy one. tion again this afternoon. Mr. Staab on
a Mui' running: up from Preston.
From 213 West Railroad Ave.
To start with, the Incumbent has contending that the laches or neglect
Thcte is not water at tho mine, all
to carry food out to the dogs he ban of the plaintiff was u co.,i ilei'en
havini; to be hauled in tank curs dully
impounded and unless some one stay to the fuit.
a distance of thirteen
Judge Abbott took the case under from (item,
at the pound, which will of course
miles. Two tank cars only were at
be in some isolated locality, tlieie is ad lsement.
the mine whi n the fire broke out, and
danger of individuals working the
RaynoIdY New Building
Kotvsu Cases 11 tail.
w ired for nt Raton
to
J. II. Martin vs. Mogollou C. old nil a spec ial viis
rabbit s foot on the poundmaster and
once.
to
at
the
a
mine
tank
train
run
lifting the dog out without paying the Copper cumpuny.
caused the lire,
I. ix and fees.
Bernard llfeld. trustte. a:, i ilfilJ It Is not known what
but presumably it ignited from a shot
There Is no provision in the ordi Itrothers vs. Bldal Chaves and I
put ott iis the day shift was IcaviuKMonloya de Chaves.
nance about furnishing the dog catchTh'- niei, went hat k to put out tile
San Carlos Consolidated Cold and
er with a wagon to haul his liniges
and not able
to the pound. This means a ride on Silver Mines Co.. vs. .'. K. Apponyl ll. tines and werewaycaught
out.
to make tln ir
The names
Sh. ink's maie every time he makes and Knule Apponyl.
W. P. Metcalf. administrator, vs. H. of the men ure not known, us there
.J.
an arrest and another when he goes
to Pt out Mr. log or send hmi to P.. Feiyusson, Ki'iiesltne Hunii.K ;niri is practically no communication w ith
IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
DEALER
time.
are!
this
Workers
at
ihe
mine
Huiiing.
Anio
eternal rest.
resm
to
now
locate
a
endcavoi
and
f.jund
without
is
Smith
If Fldo
SHERjiAN-WlLI-IAMPAINT Covers more, lootg best, wen th
The ladies of the Congregational cut: t lit- - min. If they succeed, the1
lag and the policeman takes him up,
full measure.
longest,
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mos'
aftwill
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give
Thursday
a
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In
will
be
buikheaded
in
a
church
tho
be
mine
to
likely
not
Is
owner
Fido's
BUlLDiNu PA PER Always In stock. Plauier, Lime. Cement. Psint.
very good humor when he discover ernoon. January 31, at the residence of burning and the tire allowed to
wear itself out. The mine Is operGlass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
him in the pound, especially after he of Mrs. W. A. McClusky, 407 North
pioftT rtbeeT AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MfcX.
has spent several days looking up Fifth street. A cordial invitation ex- ated from a tunnel and the Are is
In one of the drifts leading oX of this.
i
Flio and llnally thinks ft ihe pound tended to dll.
and the dog catcher.
a thorn nallet
will
'ti,i
body.
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POLICE

ME
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This Exquisite Brass Bed
A Value of Values

READY FOR THE

m

BOOSTERS

CRAIG?
--

t.

1

j.i--

.

I

1

j

I

An offering far above what
you have ever known at the
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tubing In the highly polished
or satin lintsn; tnorougniy wen
made, with cross supports and
heavy spindles.
Come prepared for a big surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
you have ever seen.
f"
our order before
In placing........
,
A
ma or tttil
I.,. .1
else at
to offer this bed In either finish, full size or three-quart-

Ml
it

mvr- t "

.

er

TWENTY-1--

VK

1

Other

IH)M,.US worth

Brass

IOIXARS.

T111IITY-HV-

Beds in all Prices, Varieties

Designs.

and

ALBERT

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

303-31- 0

Building

Elks' Opera House

ONE NIGHT ONLY
Friday, Feb.

REPORT OF. THE CONDITION
UK

JOHN
GRIFFITH

ely-siu- m

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1 907

RESOURCES

King Richard
the Third

....(

J 1.005,430.28

Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Bank

5,036. SB
13,421.97
117.469.S6
367,605.13

V&

31.508.963.79

--

c

LIABILITIES

Please Remember

GROCERY

59,044.21
1,299,919.68
31.508.963.79

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:
I, W. S. Strickler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. 8. STRICKLER.
V. P. & Cash.
Subscripted and sworn to before me this 8th day of

.

CHAMPION

t U0.000.00

Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposit

January.

A. D. 1907.

R.

M.

MERRITT,
Notary Public.

I'orreet-Attes- t:

SOLOMON

COMPANY

LUNA,

r

J. C. BALDRIDGE,
W. .T. JOHNSON,

Direr-tors-

Chas. L. Keppeler
DKALEK

K

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Convenience - Comfort - Security
duties

REMOVAL

. .

French Bakery

.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.

Albuquerque,
C.

less,

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
vie wa or

Santa Fe Restaurant

s

lighter, the cares

Th telephone preserve yews
health, prolongs your Ufa ad
protects your homo.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

ALBUQUERQUE,

idee Snvny lHtt?l
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

the

and the worries fewer.

315 and 319 South Second Street

...

makes

telephone

The

Alvarado,

Cathedral, Commercial

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

"

5?
PAff&f3

--

& Co,
Borradaile
117 W. Gold Ave.

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 622 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; yea
habits undertaken.
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most literal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMlCK. M. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque. New Mexico.

Have Your Hand

Read by Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

New Mexico

Mme. Le Normand

BALDRIDGE

Has Armed. Will Remain

a

Slioit Time Only

tells how
piesent and futu.e. Keu,.,t. separated,
mile, away; how to
lovJof the one you desire,
the
auits; locate, mineral.
tee" la bu,lnc8. speculations, mania.,
as ami so cem's ami ir.
m:inxu.
.
KOOM 33 illM CLVlltAL HOILI
Tells
i

tho-jg-

i

..
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ALBUQUERQUE

CLAM'S VISIT

ifiy iiimi win tie one sre.il ixmin
Much I desired to linger and lite
to thowe gruntK, yet M. Htiin dunlin t
ed me to one machine., very compll

EVENING

CITIZEN.

PASTOR RUSSELL AND HIS

notice von ri ni.ic.vnov.

J

Department of the Interior, United
States Land office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
(notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof in support of his
claim, viz:
Homestead entry No.
19220 made April 17. 1906. for the
NW'4 SI0V, NEW SWVi, Sec. 19,
Tp. 90N. Range
E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
otero. United States court commls- sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M on
March 5, 1907.
He names, the following witnesses
to prove
his continuous residence
upon, ami cultivation of. the land
i

i, lien, wnere mree
sat strl
ped to the waist. Those scientists ap
piled parts of the machine to those
negroes. Hue negro laughed an
WORLD-WID- E
'chattered like drunkennes while 01
scientist made notes on his chart
1 he second negro became pule, al
most white, and the scientists did
quickly make measurements, mnnlpu
late the machinery, and make man
"
notes. Soon another apparatus wo
applied to the third negro, who leap
'
-.
hXij,im
ii .1.,
led convulsively to that celling, howl
I
l'
on
'
U"1,"T" n"wSome Things He Sees and
j
"""scientist grasped the dictionary o
Congo dialects, one other turned on
Learns at tne ureat kocr
more electricity. Three more sclen
Viz:
tints grasped that negro as he cam
Jefeller Uunlverslty.
Carlos Lopez, FeOerlco Lopez, Fnu-stllown and held him on a stool. All
'ifilll
Garcia and Luis Garcia y Garuas activity with Intense study, yet
cia, nil of Carpenter. N M.
no one had excitement
but those
!
MANUEL R. OTERO.
negroes and myself.
Register.
f!ut they will kill those negroes!'
I said to M. Slag
NOTICE FOR I'I'IILIC ATION.
Ills reply: "l'erhaps not! This. M
gives his views Clam,
Is one Investigation Into those
uepartment of the Interior, United
germs of race hatred. Why do we
states Land Office.
h.ite that Mack race? That Is the
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 2.1, 1907.
''i vHe Now Understands Why Amerl- - ;ue'"1""- If w?
Notice is hereby given that Jose
lem. then we shall make experiment!
Grtego y Garcia of Carpenter. N. M..
CaB reOpie Are SO Oliick In
discover the
Already
i'"
has filed notice of his intention to
we have assured M. Rockefeller that
make final five-yeproof In support
Their Brains.
we are making grand progress, and
oi ins claim, viz:
money will be coming toward us.'
Homestead entry
No. 9678 made July 17, 1096, for
the SEV4 SEVi, Sec. 35, Tp. 10 N.,
one terrible squealing astonished
(Copyright, itMU,
, s. ('line.)
uange k ana lot 1 and SEVi NE14.
me. We rushed to the spot. Three
I'nlverslty of Ilockefeller.
Sec. 2, and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
Chicago. 30 Jan.
scientists were at work on several
Range 6E., and that suld proof will
Eagerly I shall write to my coun- pigs tied to tables on which were
trymen of this nest of Ideas Ameri- more machinery, with tubes, dials
be made before United State Court
t
1
can. Once
thought In Washington and wires. When one pig was touch
ommissloner H. W. S. Otero, at Albuquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
I would find one center of Intelli- ed with the wire his squeals were
gence. Again, in New York I hoped measured for volume. Intensity, and
He names the following witnesses
to prove
to discover why ull people In Ameri- quality.
his continuous residence
"This laboratory experi
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
ca did think so quickly. Bah! I ment, m. ( lam, has wonderful possl
was disappointed.
I
viz:
was at the billtles," said M. Stag. "What terrl
wrong end of that problem. Those hie energy Is spent by these pigs In
Venceslado Grlego, Jose Armenta,
Rafael Grlego and Carlos Grlego, all
Ideas are not born in Washington squealing, yet It is lost to this world
Hnd New York. Here, in the univerof
How to conserve this energy?
Carpenter, N. M.
That
sity founded by that
is me question.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
If we can contrive
scientist, M. Rockefeller, I find machinery for this, think of that savRegister.
where those Ideas are made. This, ing of power! Those stock yards
to me, is the- - grand discovery, ex- could supply power for all packing
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
plaining much.
operations; also for those municipal
tramways.
Department
M. le Mayor Dunne has
When I did speak with despair to
of the Interior, United
my friend M. John W. Gates of my great Interest In this problem. Also
States Land Office.
KUSSfiL
those
Armours have given us free
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
effort to study the psychology AmeriCHAJ
can, Instantly he did make me happy pigs for experiment, with one million
Notice is hereby given that
of dollars for apparatus.
my dear friend! by these words:
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
Soon we
his filed notice of his intention to
"Bah! You, my dear Clam, must hope to solve this problem. Then
Chicago
can
make final five-yeboast of utilizing all
go to that place where Ideas are
proof in support
of his claim, viz:
.
....
l,i-- t. ..." ..r
Homestead entrv
propagated.
You must begin at the parts of those hogs for the benefit of
i.i
,a
,,
uiiich
yet
society;
regular
'iiurii
'"""'
No.
squeal
may
9298,
the
i,hc
be most
of
made May 1. 1906, for the
beginning place. Then you will un,xer ,,,v
,OH" W,MW ,", '
pels ivw'A and N SW, Sec. 30.
.JTtt
derstand why those Americans are valuable of all.
name.
wtinrlun
I
Tp.
you
ff
9N.,
Said:
"Can
Range
not save the
6E., and that said
bo quick, yet eager. I shall now give
Pmu-liweekly to HioiiiihIh through
. newspapers.
proof
to you the letter to my friend Prof. squeal and let the reast of that pig
IIiih written books.
. ,Hi,,s h eiiviilatiou f Otero will be made before H. W. S.
r
go
r
l
Stag, of the University of Rockefelonly to the Rihle.
7 sioner, United States court commis
The reply: "That Chicago law. M
at Albuciueraue. N. M.. on
ler. Also I shall get the note from
Takes no eolleelli
et
receives
funds
Clam,
sufficient
provides
to
no
on
enrrv
pig
March 6, 1907.
that
shall ever
M. Rockefeller. This will be one fine
his extensive work
city
leave
the
alive.
He
names
pre
will
This
pull."
the following witnesses
to prove
those other cities from being
JJ
his continuous residence
I
J
Instantly he did write for me this vent
more nnggisli than Chicago."
Kcwrn.;. u) oeceivmg mem. and thus upon, and cultivation of, the land.
letter:
SOME FACTS CONCERNING Tl.. '"duclng them to be disobedient to viz:
"My Dear Stag my dear friend, M.
Candelarlo Ruiz, Pedro Garcia v
Clam, studies the affairs American.
"'VJ
LIFE WORK OF
iwv
Garcia, Jose Grlego and Luis Garcia
s home and office
Russell
fastor
He desires to know where new Ideas
A MISSION
WHO
HAS
BEEN occupy a four-stor- y
building In Al y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
are made, also why those Americans
MANUEL R. OTERO.
legheny, where he has dally office
MlSRi j'iti.KENTEl).
are so quick In their brains. Put him
Register.
hours w hile In the city.
next, my dear Stag. Show lilm that
Not u Croesus
circus of yours. It beats Wall street.
NOTICE
11
"iiegneny, i'a., Jan. 29. One of
Ifln PUBLICATION.
Yours, truly,
"as recently stated in several
JOHN W. GATES."
newspapers that In a divorce trial
M. Gates did telephone to those
he busiest men In the i'i.it,i
Department
of the Interior, United
wparauon
' l"c
Hills Pocantlco, and In half of one ARIZONA MORMON
is Chos. T. Russell.
V
of Alle-h-.- ".,.
DIKS
states Land Office.
rumor
anu
nusseu
hour this telegram did arrive:
wife,
nts
about
'
I.KAVING TIIKKK WIVES Some people call him Rev. Chas. T. a year ago,
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
said "his love
"John W. Gates Have sent this
Because they could not brtng suit Russell, but he 'himself disclullnn all was like that heof had
Notice is hereby given that Daniel
jellyfish,
a
telegram to Stag: 'Show everything leguuy,
In
that
heirs of Joseph Rodgers, titles, believing that as Jesus and It went out to any spirit which re- Jinso of Carpenter, NJ. M., has filed
to M. Clam, of Paris, expert finan- killed bytne
being thrown from a Doug- the apostles disclaimed
them, so sponded." This statement distressed notice of his intention to make final
cial incubator. My policy now Is to las. Arizona,
Electric Railway com- should he.
proof in support of his
Russell considerably, inasmuch as the nve-yeconciliate all moldera of public opin- pany car a month
ago, have settled
Russell is the leader of a religious truth was that the remark
claim, viz:
Homestead
entry No.
ion.
in quesBe sure
and make
warm with the company out of
court for movement which has its followers all tion was attributed to Russell by a 461 made May 22, 1906, for the
friend of M. Clam.'
$700. Rodgers left three wives and over the world. He Is not the origi witness during
and SEVi SWti. Sec. 12.
the trial, and was SW4 SK
"ROCKEFELLER."
twenty-fiv- e
in Graham and nator of a sect, but simply claims emphatically denied on the stand by Tp. 10N., Range 6E., and that said I
With Joy I embraced
my dear tlla counties.children
membership
was
In the orlelnnl
He
a Mormon and
proof will be made before H. W. S.
him.
friend M. Gates and hurried awav. had plural wives.
Two years agoj he institution of the Scriptures, therein
It has been said of Russell that Otero, United States court commisThat railroad train did fly like one imiu a nne or
uu
on
described
simply as "the church, "money pours Into his coffers like sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
this account.
thousand thunderbolts. " I did see the
whose names are written in heaven." water." and that his sect Is
Pittsburg, that grand city of millionImmense March 5, 1907.
IOIIX CATROX AND MRS.
nas
t
no
house of worship of Its ly wealthy. This is not the case
He names the following witnesses
aires and curious laws. In the Pittswn,
LARGY
AUK
and Pastor Russell's plan for "We have sufficient," he says, "and to prove his continuous residence
MARRIED
burg city all men must become milOmaha papers of the 26th Instant reaching his numerous and widelv- - we never
take up collections, but we upon, and cultivation of, the land,
lionaires before they are thirty-fiv- e
a news item to the effect scattered followers with
dishis
have no enormous wealth. We care viz:
years old. On that day they must get contained
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Catron courses is a unique one.
that
only for enough to enable us to
Leandro Jaramillo,
Jesus Garcia.
the divorce Instantly and be married passed through that city en
He travels a great deal, ipiem-hiniroute
spread
our gospel to humanity Donaclano Gutierres
to one other female. It is the law! from New York to
and Manuel
u opera houses in the large cities
Butte
where
Mrs.
Outlerres, all of Carpenter, N. M.
of wherever It Is needed."
Thus all wealth will be distributed Catron Uas very valuable
ne
incountry,
mining
uml
through
arrange
MANUEL R. OTERO,
among those people. Some million- terests.
was also stated that Mr. ments with various newspapers
his
Register.
aires try to get the divorce more and Mrs. ItCatron
were
sermons
appear
a
married
few
in
them each week,
early, because they wish to distribute days before going through
newspapers
he
gladly
Omaha.
mintlnathe
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
wealth more quickly. Also all sec- Mr. Catron is
oldest son of Hon. discourses because of the Increased
ond wives of millionaires of Pitts- and Mrs. T. B.theCatron
of
Santa
ircuiatlon
which
Fe.
accrues
Department
to
them
of the Interior, United
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also be fastened to the tie more se
'
reported that has esulted in pneu- car shall be assessed upon a valua- blnatlons and monopolies.
Stock In Excellent ( ondilion.
The bill curely by holes being made in the
' .11
kinds of live stock are in monia or that has not recovered. For tion of $6,000. and each tourist car was read twice by title and ordered
(f tne ru, for H1,k,.
New sale by all drugglr'
.endld condition throughout
upon a valuation of $2,000, at th-- translated, printed ami reierieo
t Is claimed for the Invention that
on
Mexico.
Cattle and sheep are in
the committee
Ju1lciar.
rate of $2 per $100.
It will make derailments impossible
,
In fact, I ;MD ROADS CONVENTION
unusually good shape.
House bill ino. u. an at i "'"" ', ' and thut trains can run w ith greater
The taxes thus collected, under the
HELD IN ARKANSAS.
dis"'"
to
be
.on
are
bill,
doubt If there has been a winter in
this
"An act to amend sections
s,)ePj
lno nfiw rali
Little Rock. Ark., Jan. 30. There provisionsas offollows:
One-hatwenty years when the live stock gento the 2624, compiled laws or
ieBc'"- Tiimble declares thut the Pennsyl-In- g
less than three expert roaa tributed purpose
territory,
erally has wintered as well as this were no of
collected
of
bo
the
to
fund
1;",u''','s vanla rallroud is now figuring on the
general
fees
departt,he agricultural
winter. There was great anxiety early builders
to the general expense purine anu tor owiti iui
adoption of the new ruil and that he
at the and one-haIn the fall among the stock men lest ment of the I'nlted States
translatordered
through
which
twice,
was
counties
read
bill
was offered $25,000 for the invention
Hood
Roads convention funds of the run.
comproto
the
referred
the cold snaps then would injure the Arkansas
also
bill
printed
and
The
ed,
said cars are
He
before the patent was granted.
grass but these fears were dispelled which was held byhere today. There vides penalties for failure of the com- mittee on Judiciary.
believes it will make him a fortune
Hob
was an address
bill
as the winter progressed. There Is Taylor
curs
house
on
introduced
said
Hudspeth
returns
Mr.
to
make
The j,nl,.,lt lg 0utea January 22, 1907
practical work done panies
only one part of the territory where showingand some
No. 16, entitled,
aii aci io imico
necessity for improving and for false returns. In
1897,
of
by
compiled
laws
the cattle have not been doing well the roads the
the
3902,
full
was
read
section
ow , Cure im,,.,,!,,.
The bill
in the state.
and that Is In the lower end of the
the first time, and by title relative i ranroau iu,e uou ,
clerk
chief
enjoy
freedom from Chll
"To
suspenRio Grande valley. Reports from our
reading
Tne Dill was reau un blains," writes John
TuirmmM "
Kemp, East OtiS'
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE on its secondrules. It under
ororInspectors there say that the cattle
by
title,
and
was
then
time
second
and
of the
first
field, Me., "I apply Bucklen'a Arnica
reare not In as good shape as else- CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG sion
referred
printed
and
printed
translated,
and
and
dered
dered translated
Have also used it for salt
Salve.
STORE.
where.
ferred to the committee on railroads. to the committee on railroads.
with excellent results." Guar
rheum
1"
Spring Dcmnml fur Siorr
udjourned
until
Introduced
12
was
Xo.
then
bill
house
Council
The
For any disease of e skin there Is
an teed to cure fever sores, indolent
nothing better than Chamberlain's by Mr. Dalies. It was entitled, "An o'clock this morning.
ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost
sugar
encourage
of
Indications point to a good de- Salve.
erection
the
It relieves the itching and act to
bites and skin diseases. 2ic at all
WAI.
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
mand for young steers in the spring. burning sensation instantly and soon factories and for other purposes."
drug stores.
At the convention of the American effects a cure. Sold by all druggists. The bill provides that sugar factories, TON'S ORUQ STORE.
National Live Stock association, which
was held last week in Denver, there
was a feeling not only among sellers.
but among prospective purchasers
that prices of cattle for spring deliv
ery would be at least a dollar per
head higher than last year. There
were several sales made of New Mex
Ico cattle for spring delivery during
this meeting in Denver In all eases
the prices were above those for the
corresponding time last year.
H
Compiling Monster 1 rand Rook.
The office force is hard at work
now getting out copy for the
Mexico
Railroad Metropolis of
book of the territorial cattle H
sanitary board. It will contain 28.000
HELEN IS 31 MILES SOl'TH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
Cut-ofFe
of
f
Located on Belen
brands, every one recorded up to Jan.
N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
1, 1907.
It has been one of the H
LEADING EAST AND
SANTA FE SYSTEM
THE
biggest tasks the board has under
H
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
taken because getting out the copy
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGEfor this brand book required an en
LES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
of the records of
lire
the office that the brands might be
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
throughout the
fixed alphabetically
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2.'vxl40
territory
instead of by counties as
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
heretofore.
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
Two Contentious al Dciiwr.
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
H
"The convention Just closed of the
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTAmericun Xational Live Stock asso16,000; CHURCHES, COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
ING
ciation wai by far the most satisfacPOPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
tory from the stanripolnt of results
HELEN
that I ever attended since the naMERCANTILE. ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
tional society was organized ten yeara
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
ROLLER
PATFA'T
ago.
S
The Dry Funning convention
DXILY' LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. SHIPwhich followed it was equally as sucLARGEST
THE
IS
HELEN
ETC.
cessful and showed that the whole
PING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
west, whl:h H known practically as
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
as Interthe great American
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILested in the dry farming theory. So
as evinced and the
ROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
much Intel est
kept on the lloor so
speakers we
ESTIMATED.
j .
long unswerhig questions that it was
found necessary to hold the convenWM. M. BERGER, Sec'y
iOHN BECKER, Pies
tion one day longer than originally
intended. It was really a very enthusiastic meeting- New Mexico was
well represented at both (if these conventions."
Hoard Adjourns I mil IVbruary
The headquarters of the territorial
t.uUle fejmtary board are at East Las
I'nsat-Isfactor-

Avenu

Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,

INDIAN SKHVKK
NEEDS MEN SEVEICAI. VAt AN- II KS IN ARIZONA AND NEW
MEXICO.

w

PRESCRIPTIONS

WANTED

!VMTi:i STATES

nirilll!

nd Tljtrs

Mar-Agenc- y,

j

j

--

pro-vid-

Few Words

A

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse
Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous SA.

They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them
long-of-we-

ar

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store

and

Dr. King's
Nov Discovery
ONSUMPTION

forC

OUGHIand

Prlci

S0ft(1.00
Fr

I0LD8

04KO0OOO000OOO(l
THIRD STREET

Moat Market
Kinds of Fvrsli and Salt Moats
Steam Sausage Factory.
KM IL KIJKNWOKT
Masonic Building, North Third Street

.All

W. E.

Surest and Uuickest Cure (or all
THROAT and X.UNQ TROUBLES, or MONEY SACK.

PL
I

FOR SALE BY 8. VANN ft BON.

O. A. SLEYSTER
1NSUIIANCK.
HEAh KSTATK- NOTARY PUI1I.IC.

Cromwell Block, Albu
Itoom r,
querque. Automatic Telephone 174

MAUGER

WOOL

Trial.

Dr. Wllllums' Indian Pit
Ointment will cure llllnd,
Itching
lllei'dinir ana
ImVAv It ubRorlis the tumors.
slluys the itching at once, acts
as a poultice, ir'vcs instant re
lief. Dr. Wlillams'InillanPileOlnt.
nientisDrenarcU for PI lets and Itch
ing of the private purls.
Erery box is
wurrnntcit. )v dnuarlHts. by mall on re- ''(lit or price. AO cents and VI. 00. WILLIAM?
WNUFICTUHIHB
CI.. Prop.. Cleveland. tthlo.

Second

Albuquerque, N. M.

cough
CURE the LUNGS

WITH

212 North

No.

KILLthe

j

j

and all kinds of saddlery eupplle.
You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for $55.00.

with Itaube and Mauger
Oflic-c- ,
115 North First St.
AMU'Ql'KKQVK, N. M.

Ton a art adi
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRK INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE)
LOANS.

Automatic Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAMBmOOK BHOB. Pfwjm.
LIVERY AND HOARDING STABLE

saddle: horses specialty

.

'

The "Sadie" for Mountain ParUes
and at special rates on week days
Anto. Phone 601. No. 113 John St.

A. E. WALKER,

i

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office ut 217 West Railroad
avenue.

;

J

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

,

ii.
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Future

TO BELEN, N. M,

New
Railway
Santa

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

0

Jrrt.

COME

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

Im-

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex
changed.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITY
comix; ix ovr op tiik cold Second
Street, between Railroad and
we
appreciate a perfectly
heated
Copper Avenue.
house, but it is not every house that
Is properly warmed. If yours is lack
The Right Name.
Ing in any way, or If you are undeMr. August Sherpe,
the popular
cided what is the best system to install in a new house and need infor overseer of the poor at Fort Madison.
New Life Pills
mation that is trustworthy and val Ia., says: "Dr. King's they
act more
uable, let us know of your trouble. are rightly named;
We are specialists for hot water, hot agreeably, do more good and make
one feel better than any other laxaair and steam heutiiiK.
tive." Guaranteed to cure biliousat all druf
ness and constipation.
stores.
N

o

n
n

K0eO4O44ee
9mW99CBm
A Railway Center
FAST

ALL
i

i:i:i(.n r

LIMITED

KXPRESS,

MAIL

)

AND

trains of the santa fe will go

U ER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOL'TH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED . JAN Y OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

8

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND TRICES
YOU WISH TK SECURE THE CHOP 'EST LOTS.

IF
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PACE EIGHT.

Boy's
Shoes
boys of today are
men of tomorrow .
This is the reason why
we try so hard to please

IQ

j
I

J

""b"

g

Ii (
them in the matter of
V 1
footwear. We want to
hold their trade. Our
J
Hoys'. Youths' and Little
OwZtlf
Gents' Shoes have style,
they fit and wear well and
our prices are shoved down to the lowest point.
them today. They speak for themselves.
-2

13

1- -2

to 13
to 2

-

-

-

2

I

-

-

-

-
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Inspect

WARD

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
TOE AltCH FRONT

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

--

SECOND

HARDWARE

ST.

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Rarebit

A

to he properly preoa ml .should be marie
ia a Matiui :t. Itow man dialing Ltb.
Alvrjv". ?:'v, tm worn iw about fire.
S .a ply x uiU.i, aal iu a few minutes

tae

banning, Bowman &Co.

Chafing Dish
practiced a rfilnty raorael to regale

L

IfMm tone- - that your
nue...
jour
c i?fi:i
inrprMicd with th
f'.i'.it
ttttM trainlrM
taM
"irfM
only In Mao
nd
clrct fmt
niuj, Low ma u St Co. Cha&ug IiUe.
(inn-t'ou-

ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD
Dlamonfti, Watches, Jswalry, Cat Glass, Clock.
four trad and guaraate A SQUARE DEAL.

3

fin tinip.
nnd fl No report
4:K 1. in

If not,

x t

Mexico.
V. W. Lander ami wife, of Cloudcroft, X. M., are sightseers in

CO.
LEADING

7

next.
The rainfall this inoruluig wan .11
of an inch.
Cosmo Martinez is in from ltio Arriba county.
Prod J. Utcro was In Santa re on
business yesterday.
It. Rosenberg, of Ienvcr. Is In th
city visiting old friends.
Pantilcon Morn Is In tho Duke City
from t'nsa Sulnzar, X. M.
District Attorney Frank W. Clancy
left for the capital last night.
K. Knckhach, of Chicago, came In
yesterday from the Windy City.
A. 1!. Goodman and wife, of Santa
I'V, uro visitors In Albuquerque.
company
has
Tlie
I'orterfltid
moved Into its new olllces at 1' lli (iold
avenue.
Miss Viola. Whltson left last night
on n pleasure trio to the City of

SUGAR
T. T. MA

MEXICO'S

7..r,0 p. in.
n. in.

412:10

Ket

www

NEW

1

--

.

F. F. Trotter

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

No.

-

Hiinst! I'on't knock!
Are you nn A I!. C. '.'
Arc you i u
A. Jt.

Successor to

IIICKOX

i

.,,.

C. N. BRJGIIAM

Y.

No
No

No.

Largest Line of Candy in the City

GEO.

-

IHAIN AlilllVAIS.

$1.25 to $1.75
$1.35 to $2.25
$1.50 to $2.75

CONFECTIONERY

"I'ohlcv." says rroioMiciiles.
tin- weather he debates;
want mi antidote,
licllrr wear your overcoat.

,i
If you

81Wrwr

AVE.
W

left last nlsht for Santa Fe, from
whence he will proceed to his head-quarters at Denver.
J. B. Iterndon, with whom some
careless banqueter at the "Bobble"
Burns dinner changed overcoats, Is
still ready to exchange garments and
shake hands.
Dr. C. J. Young, of Chicago, passed
through here last night with a party
of health-s- i t kers. en route to I.os Angeles, where they will be patients at
St. Ann's hospital.
Clara Clsneros was given thirty
day In the county Jail this morning
I'V Judge
Crawford, for receiving
me sacks of flour, knowing them
to have been stolen.
II. Bennett, of Telle Haute, Ind.,
arrived at the Alvarado yesterday.
Mr. Bennett Is president of the South
western Lead
Conl company, whose
mines are at Kngte, In the Caballas
mountains.
J. M. I.uii.i. the probate clerk of
Valencia county, is In tho city today
on official matters. He will leave tomorrow morning for Snnta Fe, where
he will watoh the doings of the legislature for a few days.
Nnrclsco Sanchez, sheriff of P.lo
Arriba county, and Mrs. Sanchez,
passed through this city last night,
on their wny to the City of Mexico,
where they will visit relatives and
friends for a few weeks.
Major H. It. Whiting, the United
States commissioner for this district,
who has In en sick ut his home for
the past two weeks with rheumatism,
wns over on this side today, and for
a short time was at his otlloe In the
Occidental building.
E. L. Washburn, of the E. L. Washburn company, returned last night
from Chicago, where he went ten duys
ago to buy spring and summer goods.
He says that it was very cold In the
Windy City, and that clouds obscured
the sky ail the way from Illinois to

-

II. Neumann, u well known merchant of Guam. X. M., Is here on
business.
buyer of
J. F. Dobyns, a stock
Kansas City, Mo., Is hero on a business mission.
Mrs. John W. Hall, of this city. Is
at El Paso, visiting her sister, Mrs.
E. W. Itlakeman.
Louis McHae, of Mugdaleuu, after
a visit here of some days, left last
night for Santa Fe.
Dr. Franklin, of Belen, is In the
city, patronizing local clothiers ami
buying other supplies.
Greater Albuquerque, it must be
"fifty thousand" by 1912. Therefore,
Join tho Boosters' club.
Mr. and Mrs. Howell Glvens. who
have been to Denver on business,
have returned to the city.
T. C. McConnell, of Santa Fe, deputy United States internal revenue
Inspector, la here on business.
Max Paul Kempenlch, the success
ful Peralta merchant, arrived here
yesterday on a business mission.
Miss Minnie Holzman, of this city,
Is entertaining her brother, Joe Holz
man, who arrived here yesterday.
The name of the Elite hotel hai
been changed under the management
of George E. Ellis to Hotel Craig.
County
Superintendent
A.
K
Stroup went to Santa Fe this morn
ing to look after legislative mutters.
Homan P. Hallett, a well known
young ranchman and stock raiser of
Watrous, X. M., Is among tho visitors
here.
Mrs. L. T. Peluney left this morn
ing for Trinidad, Colo., where she
will visit her sister, MIsh Doyles, for
a short time.
M. D. Lincoln, of Northrop,
Va
who owns large mining Interests In
Sonora, Mexico, is spending a few
days in the city.
J. II. O lteilly, general manager
for the Occidental Life Insurance
company, was a passenger for Santa
Fe this morning.
J. 8. Garcia is about the city dl
aiing on tne growth and resources
of Kstancla and the valley which
bearB the same name.
George R. Craig, Justice of the
peace, who hos been at the capital
watching the proceedings of the legislature, returned last night.
J. K. Farwell, the civil engineer,
left here last night for a trip in Arizona, where he will remain for several days on professional business.
John Ament has assumed the management of the meat department of
the Broadway Grocery & Meat company. He came her recently from
Aurora, 111.
Philip Hamlin, who has been In
town for a few days, watching the
union of the two telephone systems,

inTlta

C. II. CONNOR
dr.OSTEOPATH.

Rooms 3 and 4, N. T. Armljo building.
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Believe' Us

1
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LOCAL AND

EVENING CITIZEN.

We can save you money

NOVS

.
n the purchase or a rriano
1

1

554.4.

4

4
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OUR EASTERN BUYER
Is Shipping Our Full
Spring Line of Clothing,
Furnishings and Shoes.
He Instructs us to Make
Room and Our

Is Doing the Work. All
Blues and Blacks Are
Reserved. Better Come
In Today, Your Size
Might be Taken in The
Rush Should You Delay.

Established

&

COAL

Per Pair

SO. SO

Clean Gas Coke

25c Per Pair

$0.00

WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load

ing.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bcrgere, who
came here on Monday evening to
meet Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Luna, on
their return from New York city, left

here again last night for the capital.
With them went Mrs. Xeill B. Field
and Miss Nina Otero, the latter of
whom had been with Mrs. Luna in
Xew York.
The pupils of the Albuquerque
schools arc taking a great interest in
the observance of Flag day, which
occufs on the 12th of February. Flag
raising and special programs will oc
cupy the day at the various schools
of the city and county, nnd the pupil
are looking forward to the event with
enthusiasm.
Snow everywhere from one to two
feet in depth H reported from the
Jemez district, on account of which
the people of that portion of the ter
ritory are looking forward to a pros
porous season this year.
Harry Mai
lette, son of J. W. Mallette, who has
been spending the winter with the
family at the Sulphurs, twelve miles
north of the Jemez Hot Springs, Is in
town for a few days and reports that
the entire mountain country has re
malned under a substantial cover of
snow since the first storm in October,
The constant alternation of snow and
thaw has so saturated the ground
that Its. productive capacity cannot
help but be greatly Increased this
year.
Mr. Malette will return to the
Sulphurs in a few days, by which
time he expects that the new sawmill
of Rogers & Freelove will have ar
rived at the mill site in the San Diego
canyon above La Cueva. The mill. It
Is anticipated, will begin operations
about March 1st. It has a capacity
of 5,000 feet per day and will be ker
supplied from the timber on the
Jemez reserve.
Our Black, White and Tan polishes
not only improve the looks of your
shoes 100 per cent but they also
soften and preserve the leather. They
save you a great deal more than the!
cost on your shoe bill. 10, 15 an
C. May's Shoe Store
25c packages.
314 West Railroad avenue.
DIMF.OBIl'M
.100

TH!

AUTOMATIC

ATER.
West Railroad.

Program for tonight:
International Auto Race, under
bilt Cup.
Rival Brothers.
Accord con.
tomorrov
Change of program
night.
Saturday afternoon matinee.
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY. ECONOOPEN
MICAL. EXCELLENT FOR
CRATES. $6. PER TON. W. II.
HAHN & CO.

The Line Includes All the Newest European
Effects in Hand Embroidered, Mercerized,
Plaited, Stylish and Fancy.

.... $2.25

:::::::

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.
The firm of Lommorl & Matteuccl
corner Seventh and TUeras. will here
after be known as

The Ladies' Auxiliary of the Ii. of
will give their eleventh an
nual ball at Colombo hall, February
22.
Music furnished by Ellis' arehes-tra- .
Tickets, J1.00.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

CHAMPION GROCERY CO.
Our new telephone

1

number is 51.

bm m mm & OVUM UIE
NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Ccpptr Ave.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE

andJANCH
TIN SHOP

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

pbii

wm

In Rear of Store

m m

m

w

wm

wrnmpmamrm

o

We do It right. ROUGH DRY.
perial Lauodrf Co.
HEAT

LESS DIRT, MORE
PER TON, GENUINE

GAS

Im

mm m wmarmmwrrrmri&

0
Wholesale and Retail

o

:

HARDWARE
Pumps, Valves, FittingsSteam and Water
SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Iron Pipe,

Mail Orders Solicited
I

403,
4oi,IS,'

13,'' I

1

1

7. Mouth

rirmt

(-- (

North rirmt B tract

Albuquerque, Net Mexico

Home Insurance the Best

$6.00
COKE.

refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the con
viction conies home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiIt can If
Why cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy tha coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It U to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.

w

THE BAMBINI COMPANY.
Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladies and gentlemen, and every
garment is thoroughly sterilized in its
cleansing.
Prices are satisfactory;
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on appli
cation.
A special
Suits made to order.
cutter employed for this purpose.
TeleDhone No. 40. No. 209 West
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

ONE Y

lbs. Nice

BOUGHT. SOLO

R.R.

EXCHANGED

AND

A$$elallta Off1 00
Transactions
Cuarantno

ROSENFIEID'S,

118 W.

A7
COLOMBO HALL
Adtnissloi 50c

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

TMK
DANCING SCHOOl
Lidies Frea

CANNOT

Address Home Office,

R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

I

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

Wagon Covers,

w mm

SUPPLIES

L. E.,

TICKETS

K

This Sample Hose was made to retail
at 50c pair. Owing to there being only
1, 2, 3 and 4 of a kind, we were able to
purchase them at half price, and place
them on sale at

Genuine American block, imt
tA.oO
ton
Sfl.BO
Cerrlllo"! I.unin
$8.50
Anthracite Not
Anthracite) nilxetl
$9.00
Anthracite, Move .nnd .furnace

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen, Ik 202, Albuquerque.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Sample?.

Lindemann,

Mzes

:::::::::::::::

Comprise Part of Their Immense Line of

206 W. Gold Avenne

1900

$1.00.

4

A Hundred Dczen Pair of Hose From Chicago.
They Were Purchased of Wilson Bros., and

Do It Today

The Boosters' club, constituting
everybody, will be out tomorrow
night. Mass meeting ot the Elks'
opera house. Music will be rendered
by the American Lumber company
and tho Leiirnarad & I.indemann
bands. Best speakers In tho ctty are
Im tho program to address the meet

10

.'.SALE :.

We Have Just Received

New Mexico.

H

Twenty per cent Discount

HOSIERY
K

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in Thia Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost.
SEE US betore you buy

Learnard

10I.

A SALE OF SAMPLE

TODAY

W. H. HAHN & CO.

4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4..4.4.4.4.4..4,4.4.4.4.4.4.4.
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